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Introduction and Project Background
In 2015 Denver Regional Transportation District (RTD) completed the Network Analysis of Potential
Improvements to Bus Speed, Delay, & Access Study to identify corridors throughout the region where
transit enhancement investments would have the greatest impact on operating performance and
customer satisfaction. RTD utilized a multi-tier screening methodology based on passenger loads, route
and network performance, and network connectivity to establish the corridors with the highest
potential to benefit from transit-priority treatments.
As a result of the study, RTD identified a network of 24 high priority corridors throughout the region.
Several of these corridors are currently being addressed as part of other studies. RTD consulted with the
cities of Denver, Aurora, and Boulder to narrow the list of remaining corridors to the following seven
(Map 1), which are included in this project:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Havana Street – from Dartmouth Ave. to Montview Blvd. (Aurora)
Broadway Street – from Baseline Rd. to Iris Ave. (Boulder)
Federal Boulevard – from W Evans Ave. to W 38th Ave. (Denver)
W Colfax Avenue – from Oak St to N. Broadway (Denver/Lakewood)
Downing Street – from E Colfax Ave to E 38th Ave. (Denver)
E 17th and 18th Avenues – from N. Broadway to Colorado Blvd. (Denver)
E 12th Avenue – from N. Broadway to Colorado Blvd. (Denver)
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Map 1: Study Corridors
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This study builds on the work done in the Network Analysis Study to identify specific transit-priority
recommendations for each of the above seven corridors. The goal of this project is to develop an
implementable set of recommendations that will help achieve the following transit benefits:
•
•
•
•

Reduce bus travel time to reduce transit passenger travel time.
Reduce the variability of bus travel time to improve schedule reliability and the consumer
experience.
Improve bus stop siting, security, and amenities to reduce dwell and increase attractiveness for
passengers.
Integrate transit stops into the adjacent urban form for better accessibility.

To accomplish this goal, the following items were analyzed to establish baseline conditions and identify
priority investment locations along each corridor:
•
•
•

Existing planning work to date.
Existing transit conditions, including ridership, speed and delay, and infrastructure.
Existing traffic conditions, including signal timing, traffic flows, road geometry, and operational
restrictions such as parking zones.

Based on analysis of the aforementioned data, a list of major stops and intersections was generated for
all seven corridors. These locations were advanced for further evaluation, including field analysis. The
recommendations included in this study are focused on improving transit operations and customer
experience at these key locations.

Existing Plan Review
The following section summarizes key relevant planning documents and proposals in the Denver
metropolitan region. These plans include proposed transportation strategies and investments, as well as
locations slated for redevelopment, for the areas in and around the seven study corridors. The following
documents were reviewed as part of this analysis:
1. Policies, Procedures, and Standards
o RTD’s Transit Service Policies & Standards
o RTD’s Bus Stop Consolidation Model
o Aurora Roadway Design and Construction Specifications (2016)
2. Plans and Recommendations
o Regional Plans
 RTD Network Analysis of Potential Improvements to Bus Speed, Delay, &
Access, Final Report, March 2016.
 DRCOG Urban Center Designations
o Aurora
 Havana Corridor Design Guidelines (Havana District Design Concepts Plan)
 Aurora Pedestrian and Bike master plan
o Boulder
 Boulder Transportation Master Plan
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o

Denver





Central Broadway Planning Study (Central Broadway Corridor Design
Framework)
Denver Moves: Transit
Denver Moves: Broadway – Broadway/Lincoln Transit Study
Federal Boulevard Corridor Study
Transit Priority Study for Colfax Avenue/RTD Route 15L

3. Ongoing and recent development plans along the corridors

Policies and Standards
Regional Transit District (RTD) Transit Service Policies & Standards
The core objective of Denver Regional Transit District’s (RTD) Transit Service Policies & Standards is to
establish criteria and procedures that can be used to systematically evaluate existing and proposed
services to ensure the optimum use of resources. RTD has established standards for multiple aspects of
service delivery, including performance, design, and access. For purposes of this study, Section 3.2:
‘Stop Spacing Standards’ and Section 4: ‘Shelters’ were reviewed. Recommendations developed as part
of this study will follow the standards outlined in this document except where emerging best practice
supersedes them (i.e. stop consolidation/spacing).
Section 3.2: Stop Spacing Standards
RTD maintains minimum and maximum stop spacing requirements for each of its services, as detailed
below in Table 1. In addition to these standards, all stop placement decisions must take into
consideration walk time, in-vehicle travel time, ADA requirements, surrounding land uses, and
streetscape conditions.
Table 1: Bus Stop Spacing Standards

Service
Local
Regional
Limited

Residential
Areas
600’
(8 stops/mi)
600’
(8 stops/mi)

Minimum
Commercial
Areas
500’
(10 stops/mi)
500’
(10 stops/mi)

-

-

Residential
Areas
1250’
(4 stops/mi)

Maximum
Commercial
Areas
1250’
(4 stops/mi)

-

-

-

-

2500’
(2 stops/mi)

1250’
(4 stops/mi)

1250’
(4 stops/mi)

8000’
(4 stops /1.5 mi)

Limited Stop
Zone
-

Limited Stop
Zone
-

Section 4: Shelters
RTD Service Standards specify that a transit stop must have a minimum of 40 boardings per day to
warrant the placement of a shelter. Stops with the highest average daily boardings will take priority in
shelter placement decisions.
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RTD Bus Stop Consolidation Model
RTD currently uses a Geographic Information Systems (GIS) based model to evaluate the optimal spacing
and location of transit stops. The model uses a discrete approach, as opposed to the traditional
continuum approach, which provides a more realistic way to optimize bus stop spacing. With the
discrete model approach, bus stop demand is modeled at the parcel level on the actual street network.
This approach therefore considers the influence that both surrounding land uses and the street network
have on stop level demand. Additionally, the model assumes that a bus stop’s service area is defined by
its previous and following two stops instead of only its neighboring stops. This more accurately
determines a bus stop’s service area by accounting for road curvatures, walking paths, and actual
distances between stops. Lastly, the model accounts for the impact of bus stop dwells on those already
on the bus and on bus operating costs (i.e. resources). The model balances overall consumer walk time
and travel time to attract increased ridership while maintaining access to public mobility.
As RTD is currently in the process of fully implementing this model, it will not be directly used in this
project. The key inputs used in the model, however, including ridership, surrounding land uses, walk
time, street network connectivity, and impacts to on-board riders will be considered as part of any
suggested bus stop consolidations.
Aurora Roadway Design and Construction Specifications (2016)
Chapter 4 of the Aurora Roadway Design and Construction Specifications provides information on the
minimum design and technical criteria for roadway plans, such as roadway widths and intersection
geometries. RTD will refer to Section 4.08 for minimum roadway construction requirements specified for
each roadway type as recommendations and conceptual designs are developed.

Plans and Recommendations
Regional Plans
RTD Network Analysis of Potential Improvements to Bus Speed, Delay, & Access, Final Report, March 2016
In 2015 RTD conducted an analysis of its bus network to identify corridors throughout the region with
the highest potential to benefit from transit-enhancement investments. RTD utilized a multi-tier
screening analysis that first identified corridors where transit enhancements could generate the most
benefits in terms of passengers served and potential travel time savings, and then evaluated the
corridors’ impact on network connectivity, system performance, and regional coordination.
As part of the analysis, RTD developed an index score to quantify transit investment opportunities on a
block by block level. Continuous high-scoring blocks were then connected as corridors and extended to
connect to key transportation hubs. In the Network Analysis RTD identified 24 corridors as top regional
candidates with the seven included in this study being a top scoring subset of the original group.
In addition to evaluating potential transit priority corridors, the study also included a high-level review
potential transit priority measures. These measures, listed below, will be explored in more detail as
specific recommendations are developed.
• Stop-related measures
o Amenities
o Level boarding
o Stop locations
• Operation and Service Design Measures
o Low-floor vehicles
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•

•

o All-door boarding with automatic ticket vending machines
o Stop consolidation
o Skip-stop scheduling
o Deviations
Transit Priority Measures
o Bus Bulbs
o Transit Signal Priority (TSP)
o Queue Jumps
o Bus Lanes
o Yield-to-bus Laws
Access Measures
o Sidewalks
o Crosswalk Enhancements
o Bicycle Enhancements

Denver Regional Council of Government’s (DRCOG) Urban Center Designations
Metro Vision, Denver Regional Council of Government’s regional plan, outlines the long-range vision for
the Denver metro area. The ‘urban centers’ aspect of Metro Vision aims to create a network of healthy,
livable, vibrant urban centers throughout the region connected by a multi-modal network. As
development in these centers intensifies, prioritizing robust transit service within the multi-modal
network will be key to achieving the livability goals established in Metro Vision. The following list
highlights the designated urban centers that are adjacent to the study corridors (Table 2).
Table 2: DRCOG Urban Center Designations

Community
Aurora

Boulder

Denver

339

Planned
Household
Density
(HH/Acre)
10

Planned
Employment
Density
(Emp./Acre)
20

-

414

10

20

Colfax Ave
(Havana Street)

-

336

7

20

Iliff Ave Center
(Havana Street)

-

315

10

20

Downtown Boulder
(Broadway Street)

-

382

9

51

University Hill
(Broadway Street)

-

542

8

25

38th and Blake TOD
(Downing Street)

38th and
Blake

238

11

42

Central Business District
(17th/18th Ave, 12th Ave)

Multiple
Stations

1,688

17

92

Associated
Station

Size
(Acre)

Abilene

Buckingham Center
(Havana Street)

Urban Center
1st Ave Center
(Havana Street)
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Community

Associated
Station

Size
(Acre)

-

499

Planned
Household
Density
(HH/Acre)
18

Federal
Blvd

155

13

23

Federal and Evans
(Federal Blvd)

-

60

30

22

St. Anthony’s Urban Center
(W. Colfax Ave)

-

30

67

67

Sheridan
Blvd

109

16

22

Oak Street
(W. Colfax Ave)

Oak Street

287

10

20

Wadsworth Boulevard
(W. Colfax Ave)

Wadsworth
Boulevard

294

10

20

Urban Center
East Colfax Main St
(17th/18th Ave, Downing
Street)
Federal and Decatur TOD
(Federal Blvd, W. Colfax Ave)

Denver/Lakewood Sheridan Station
(W. Colfax Ave)
Lakewood

Planned
Employment
Density
(Emp./Acre)
20

Aurora
Havana District Design Concepts Plan
Extending along Havana Street from 6th Avenue in the north to Dartmouth Avenue in the south, the
Havana District has been designated as an urban center in DRCOG’s Metro Vision 2035 Plan, and as a
designated strategic area in the City of Aurora Comprehensive Plan. The overall design concept for the
Havana District is a series of village centers, connected by enhanced automobile and pedestrian
circulation systems. The city envisions the Havana District to have:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A mix of retail, employment, and residential uses along the corridor.
Major mixed-use centers on the corridor.
High quality and consistent streetscape along the corridor.
Physical and signalization improvements to improve pedestrian and bicycle travel.
Safe, comfortable, and attractive transit stops at appropriate intervals along the corridor.
Established neighborhoods bordering the corridor to remain attractive.

As part of the plan, the City of Aurora endorsed upgrades to bus stops and transit facilities to better
serve riders and reflect the evolving visual character of the district. Bus stop amenity recommendations
included in this project will consider the Havana District’s existing and proposed streetscape design.
Aurora Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan
The Aurora Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan aims to better accommodate and encourage bicycling as
a viable transportation mode in the city, while also improving the pedestrian experience. By establishing
on-street bicycle facilities that connect into the City’s trail network, Aurora residents will have better
access to key destinations such as shopping, recreation, and employment. The city also recognized that
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a well-connected and integrated bicycle network can increase the service radius of transit stops,
improving Aurora’s overall mobility network. Accordingly, the Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan
project team considered routes that connect to transit, including future RTD stations, when
recommending the city-wide bicycle network.
Early action (1-3 years), short-term (4-6 years), and long-term (7+ years) projects were identified in the
plan. Three of the early action routes either intersect or connect with the Havana study corridor
segment included in this study. These bicycle routes are listed below, and will be considered as
recommendations are developed:
•

•
•

Montview Boulevard (Yosemite Street to Peoria Street): This route will intersect with Havana
Street on the northern end. The project seeks to enhance sidewalks, bike lanes, street medians,
and pedestrian crossings throughout the corridor entryway. Links to high capacity transit was a
key consideration.
Exposition Avenue Extension: This project seeks to extend existing bicycle lanes on Exposition
Avenue west to Havana Street.
12th/13th Avenue Bike Boulevard (Yosemite St East to the High Line Canal Trail East of Hinkley
High School): This project seeks to conduct planning and neighborhood outreach for developing
a bicycle boulevard, which will intersect Havana Street. Links to high capacity transit was also
one of the routing criteria considered in this recommendation.

Boulder
Boulder Transportation Master Plan
The Boulder Transportation Master Plan 2035 was adopted in 2014 with the objective of fostering safe
and convenient mobility and access in the Boulder Valley while minimizing auto congestion, air
pollution, and noise. To help the community achieve its transportation and climate action goals, such as
reducing vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and single occupancy vehicle (SOV) travel, the following five focus
areas were identified: Complete Streets; Regional Travel; Transportation Demand Management (TDM);
Funding; and Integrate with Sustainability Initiatives. Each of these focus areas includes
recommendations for transit improvements, highlighting the city’s renewed vision for and commitment
to transit.
As part of this “renewed vision for transit”, the plan lays out specific investment recommendations for
transit service. Investment recommendations are included for both stops and corridors (Figures 1 and
2). This study will consider the stop amenity and corridor treatment recommendations detailed in the
Transportation Master Plan.
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Figure 1: Schematic of Boulder Transit Priority Corridors
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Figure 2: Proposed Transit Facilities and Amenities (Boulder)

Central Broadway Corridor Design Framework
The Central Broadway Corridor Design Framework is an advisory document that can be used as guidance
for city planning efforts and initiatives. The framework focuses on three key considerations when
evaluating recommendations and proposals: role/character, connections, and opportunities. It identifies
opportunities to strengthen existing assets, as well as opportunities to fill gaps and address challenges.
Within the framework, the existing high-capacity and frequent transit service along Broadway and the
existing bicycle and pedestrian amenities were identified as a strong multi-modal foundation upon
which the city can build and expand. The document therefore proposes to strengthen multi-modal
connections, especially pedestrian amenities, between four different nodes along Broadway: Broadway
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& Iris, Alpine-Balsam, Downtown Boulder/Civic Area, and University Hill. Additionally, the Broadway
corridor was identified by the city and RTD for further analysis as a potential arterial BRT route.
Given the framework’s emphasis on strengthening multi-modal connections, this study will ensure
pedestrian and bicycle access and integration at transit stops is included in recommendations for the
Broadway corridor.

Denver
Denver Moves: Transit
Denver Moves: Transit is one of four plans currently being developed by the City and County of Denver
as part of Denveright. Denveright is a community-driven planning process to connect land use, mobility,
parks, and recreational planning into one cohesive effort that will guide Denver for the next 20 years.
Denver Moves: Transit aims to establish a 20-year transit vision and implementation plan for Denver.
The objective of the plan is to move people more efficiently on existing streets as the city continues to
grow and develop. So far, three main themes have emerged from the community engagement process:
• Connected transit: Good transit options need to be accessible for all Denver residents in more
neighborhoods, regardless of age, race, income, and physical needs. 40 percent of Denver
residents, especially those who live in the west side, think current transit options do not take
them where they want to go.
• High quality transit: Transit options should be fast, frequent, reliable, and user-friendly. This
means more amenities at stops, better wayfinding and transit information, and a more
predictable transit experience. 85 percent of Denver residents think there is room for transit
quality improvements.
• Healthy transit: Transit provides sustainable mobility options, and a strong transit system can
help Denver meet sustainability goals. Denver residents see access to good transit a means to
create safer and healthier communities.
Based on these themes, five goals were developed to guide future transit investments in Denver:
• Enhance: To make transit reliable and competitive with driving, increase transit service
frequency, and enhance the passenger experience.
• Simplify: To improve legibility and rider information, invest in new technologies and expand
educational transit programs.
• Connect: To strengthen regional and neighborhood connections, integrate transit with land use
development patterns and enhance multimodal access to and from transit.
• Thrive: To develop a more equitable and affordable system, improve the environment and
promote community health.
• Sustain: To pursue sustainable funding sources, identify adequate resources and develop an
approach to performance.
This project supports the Denver Moves:Transit themes and will consider each of the five goals as
recommendations are developed. Ultimately, this project can be considered an implementation aspect
of the plan.
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Denver Moves: Broadway – Broadway/Lincoln Corridor Study
The Broadway/Lincoln corridor serves as a critical link between Downtown Denver and I-25, carrying a
significant amount of automobile, transit, bike, and pedestrian traffic every day. The Denver Moves:
Broadway – Broadway/Lincoln Corridor Study seeks to balance the multimodal needs of these different
users along the corridor. While the project does not directly affect any of the study corridors included in
this project, the northern border of the study area is the West Colfax corridor. Due to the proximity of
the project, recommendations will be considered to ensure no conflicting transit priority investments
are proposed. The recommendations for Broadway and Lincoln are detailed below.
Recommendations on Broadway:
• Enhance sidewalks in the corridor with placemaking elements such as enhanced intersections.
• Provide two-way cycle tracks on the east side of Broadway and outward shift the existing
parking lanes to serve as buffer.
• Retain three travel lanes and parking lanes on both sides of Broadway.
Recommendations on Lincoln:
• East Colfax Ave to 8th Ave:
o Enhance sidewalks in the corridor with placemaking elements such as intersection bulbouts and enhanced crosswalks.
o Incorporate bicycle parking at destinations along Lincoln.
o Maintain parking on both sides of the street.
Federal Boulevard Corridor Study
Federal Boulevard is a major north-south commercial and transit corridor along the west side of
Downtown Denver and is one of the seven study corridors included in this project. The City of Denver
envisions Federal Boulevard to be a well-connected multimodal and high capacity corridor in which
people can travel safely, easily, and comfortably regardless of transportation mode. The Federal
Boulevard Corridor Study therefore identifies opportunities to make the corridor a better place for all
users by evaluating all modes of transportation on Federal Boulevard.
The Study recommends both corridor-wide improvements, and zone-specific improvements. The extent
of Federal Boulevard that is included in this study falls entirely within the bounds of the Federal
Boulevard Corridor Study. Accordingly, the improvements outlined below will be carefully considered as
recommendations are developed.
Corridor-wide transit-related recommendations:
• Optimize existing transit service to reduce the number of stops and increase service (restructure
RTD Routes 27, 29, 30, 31, 36, 30L, 36L).
• Extend service hours for RTD Route 31.
• Complete the sidewalk network along the corridor.
• Identify high volume and school crossings along the corridor and add enhanced crosswalks at each
location.
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Zone-based recommendations for Federal Boulevard:
Zone A transit-related recommendations
(from N Columbine Rd to I-70 & from W. Jewell Ave to W. Floyd Ave):
• Federal Evans Transfer Hub a potential demonstration site for new bus stop amenities (Figure
3).
Figure 3: Zone A Major Recommendations

Zone B transit-related recommendations
(from W. Louisiana Ave to W. Jewell Ave):
• Pilot use of the southbound outside vehicular travel lane between Louisiana and Jewell as a
dedicated rush hour only transit lane (Number 19 in Figure 4).
• Install a transit shelter at southbound and northbound Florida and northbound Jewell (Number
23 in Figure 4).
Figure 4: Zone B Major Recommendations

Zone C transit-related recommendations
(from W. Cedar Ave to W. Louisiana Ave):
• Pilot use of the southbound outside vehicular travel lane between Dakota and Louisiana as a
dedicated rush hour transit lane (Number 28 in Figure 5).
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•
•
•
•

Pilot use of the northbound acceleration/deceleration lane between Louisiana and Arizona
north of the transit stop for increased public space and placemaking opportunities (Number 30
in Figure 5).
Pilot use of the northbound accel/decal lane Kentucky and Ada south of the transit stop for
increased public space and placemaking opportunities (Number 31 in Figure 5).
Identify and install improvements to improve transit speeds during the PM peak period
southbound between Bayaud and Alameda (Number 34 in Figure 5).
Install a transit shelter at southbound Alameda (Number 37 in Figure 5).
Figure 5: Zone C Major Recommendations

Zone D transit-related recommendations
(from W. 20th Ave to W. Cedar Ave):
• Pilot use of the northbound outside vehicular travel lane between north of 14th and 19th as a
dedicated rush hour only transit lane (Number 43 in Figure 6).
• Remove the southbound stop at Ellsworth and northbound at 19th (Number 44 in Figure 6).
• Identify transit slow zone improvements southbound between 1st and Bayaud (Number 48 in
Figure 6).
• Install a transit shelter at northbound 4th (Number 50 in Figure 6).
Figure 6: Zone D Major Recommendations
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Zone E transit-related recommendations
(from I-70 to W. 20th Ave):
• Remove the southbound transit stops at 25th and 39th (Number 58 in Figure 7).
• Install a transit shelter at southbound 29th and southbound 38th (Number 62 in Figure 7).
• Identify transit slow zone improvements northbound between 23rd and 29th (Number 63 in
Figure 7).
Figure 7: Zone E Major Recommendations

Transit Priority Study for Colfax Avenue/RTD Route 15L
The Transit Priority Study for Colfax Avenue/RTD Route 15L was a joint effort by the City and County of
Denver and RTD. The objective of the study was to reduce transit travel time and improve reliability for
RTD Route 15L while minimizing impacts to general traffic along East Colfax Avenue between Broadway
and Yosemite Street. To achieve this objective, the following five goals were identified:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Reduce passenger travel time;
Improve schedule reliability;
Facilitate improved security, stop amenities, and efficient boarding for passengers;
Integrate transit stop facilities with context-sensitive design; and
Maintain, or enhance general and cross-street vehicular traffic flow to reduce overall travel
time, congestion, air pollution, and fuel consumption.

To accomplish the above goals, an inventory of station amenities, safety statistics, traffic conditions,
transit ridership, and transit operations was indexed. The study considered both bus stop and
operational improvements for the study corridor. Stop improvements included basic stop amenities, offboard fare collection, electronic displays, security cameras, and lighting. Operational improvements
considered in the study included bypass lanes and queue jumps, bus bulbs, (conditional/unconditional)
transit signal priority, maximum early green/green extension times, check-in/check-out locations, stop
relocations, and exclusive bus lanes. VISSIM models were run to evaluate the delay reduction potential
for each operational measure and the associated delay to other traffic.
While the Transit Priority Study for Colfax Avenue/RTD Route 15L addressed the eastern portion of
Colfax Avenue to Broadway, this study will address the western portion of Colfax Avenue up to
Broadway. As such, the recommendations detailed below will be consulted to ensure a consistent
customer experience throughout the entire extent of Colfax. Additionally, the southern boundary of the
Downing corridor included in this project is E. Colfax Avenue. Recommendations will also be examined
for any impacts to the Downing corridor and to ensure conflicting investments are not proposed.
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Basic amenities: Basic stop amenities considered include benches, trash receptacles, and shelters. These
amenities have the potential to enhance rider comfort and thus retain and attract riders. 11 stops were
recommended for improved amenities; four are in or near the current study’s priority corridors:
• Broadway: Colfax - Broadway WB & EB
• Downing St: Colfax - Downing WB & EB
Figure 8: Bus Stop Improvements Summary

Off-board fare collection: Off-board fare collection was not considered at the time because RTD was
developing a SmartCard system, which has the same potential of reducing dwell times as an off-board
fare collection system.
Electronic displays: Electronic displays provide riders with real-time transit arrival information.
However, since this technology is not yet available for Route 15L, printed schedules were
recommended.
Security cameras: Security cameras were recommended at all stops along the study corridor to enhance
safety and security.
Lighting: Ten stops were recommended for lighting improvements, with two stops needing immediate
attention. The remaining eight stops were identified based on their distance from existing lights. One
recommended stop is within the current study’s priority corridor:
• Downing St: Colfax – Downing EB
Bypass lanes and queue jumps: Bypass lanes and queue jumps were considered at four different
intersections; a queue jump alone was considered at one other intersection within the study area. Based
on the VISSIM models, bypass lanes and/or queue jumps provide significant reduction in both transit
delay and general traffic delay, with only limited disadvantages (i.e. on-street parking removal). Thus, it
is recommended at all five locations considered. The estimated installation cost for the five
recommended intersections is $325,000. One of the recommended locations is in the priority corridors
of the current study.
• Downing St: Colfax - Downing WB (Queue jump only)
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Bus bulbs: Bus bulbs were considered at six different locations. Factors considered when deciding
whether bus bulbs should be recommended include (1) transit delay reduction and any negative delay
changes to general traffic; (2) overall traffic operational improvements and drawbacks; and (3) existing
space for amenities. While bus bulbs would cause increased delay for general traffic, these delays are
outweighed by the reduction in person delay within the corridor due to higher occupancy rate of buses
versus general traffic vehicles. Four of the six locations showed either operational benefits or provided
space for stop amenities and were recommended for bus bulbs installation. The estimated installation
cost for the four locations is $224,000. One of the recommended locations is in the current study’s
priority corridors:
• Downing St: Colfax – Downing EB
Figure 9: Conceptual Design Exhibits for Bus Bulbs at Colfax - Downing EB

Transit signal priority: TSP was considered at 14 different intersections. VISSIM models show that TSP
can deliver significant time savings in person hours saved, while creating only limited delay to crossstreet traffic. Only one location (Sherman Street) was not recommended for TSP implementation due to
lack of measured benefit on transit delay reduction. The estimated installation cost at all intersections
would be $520,000.
Stop relocations: Stop relocations were considered at six different locations. Factors considered when
deciding whether stop relocations should be implemented include operational impacts, space for bus
stop amenities, transfer impacts, and available right-of-way. Stop relocations were not recommended
since other alternative measures, such as bypass lanes, can provide much greater operational benefits.
Exclusive lanes: Bypass lanes and queue jumps were recommended instead since they provide
significant benefits with fewer impacts to general traffic operations than exclusive lanes. In addition,
exclusive bus lanes were not recommended due to the difficulty to implement, as well as significant
operational challenges and disadvantages.
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Ongoing and Proposed Developments

Proposed and planned developments were identified along each study corridor to account for any
potential changes to transit demand, as well as any future infrastructure opportunities or constraints.
These are listed below.

Aurora
•
•
•

Village in the Park, Phases 3 and 4: A large retail center proposed at Park and Havana.
Village at Westerly Creek Phase 3: 74 housing units located near Kentucky and Havana.
Argenta: Mixed use redevelopment near 4th and Havana that will include both housing and
retail.

Boulder
•
•
•

Boulder Community Health Hospital Redevelopment: Located along Broadway between Balsam
Ave and Alpine Ave, this site has been identified for a future mixed-use community hub.
CU Conference Center and Hotel: A conference facility and hotel on Broadway between
Grandview and University.
North Broadway Reconstruction Project
The North Broadway Reconstruction Project currently falls outside of the study corridor extents
(the project covers Violet Avenue to US36). However, it is important to note that as pavement
conditions are being addressed, the City of Boulder is considering improvements to the
multimodal facilities where possible, including bicycle and pedestrian facilities and transit stop
upgrades. Transit stop improvement considerations include transit boarding islands.
Recommendations included in this study will take into consideration the transit improvements
that are being implemented in other sections of the corridor.

Denver
•

•

•

West Colfax
o Mixed-use and residential redevelopment south of Sloan’s Lake Park from Tennyson St
to Perry St and W 17th Ave to West Colfax Ave: Includes Lakehouse Mixed Use
Development, Sloan’s Lake Apartments, Sloan’s Lake Block 3 and Block 7, Yeshiva Toras
Chaim School, Alexan at Sloans, and Vida at Sloans.
o Mile-High Apartments: Located at Irving and W Colfax.
o Wellingon Apartments: Located at Osage and W Colfax.
Downing St
o The HUB: Mixed-use office/hotel development bounded by Walnut, 36th, Blake, and
Downing.
o 3724 Walnut Street: 87 Units proposed at Marion and Walnut
o St. Joesph Hospital Heritage Project: West Campus reconstruction. Located along
Downing between E 20th Ave and E 18th Ave.
th
th
17 /18 Avenue
o Skyhouse Denver: 350 units of multi-family residential, located at 18th and Broadway.
o 17th and Pearl: 317 units of residential proposed.
o St. Joesph Hospital Heritage Project: West Campus reconstruction. Located at E 18th
Ave and Downing.
o 18th and Marion: 116 residential units proposed.
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Existing Transit Conditions
The following analyses used both RTD TriTAPT 1 data and APC 2 data to evaluate stop by stop ridership
and analyze service performance at a detailed level. APC data from the January 2017 runboard was
used for ridership, stop delay, and speed analysis, while RTD TriTAPT data from the January 2017,
January 2016, and August 2016 operating schedules (runboards) was used, depending on route level
availability, for corridor delay, and punctuality analyses.

Aurora
Havana Street
Havana Street is a north-south corridor in the City of Aurora that passes through numerous commercial
areas and residential neighborhoods. The selected corridor segment for this study is from Dartmouth
Avenue (south) to Montview Boulevard (north) and includes RTD Route 105 (Map 2). Existing transit
conditions are described below.

TriTAPT data is based on RTD’s Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) system and provides detailed information
regarding actual transit operating speeds, running times, and reliability.
2
APC or Automatic Passenger Counters log boardings and alightings by individual bus stop for each one-way trip in
the RTD system. This data is used to calculate on-board passenger loads at each stop for each trip.
1
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Map 2: Havana Street Corridor Segment
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Route 105
Route 105 spans the entire corridor segment from Dartmouth Ave to Montview Blvd. It has a 15-minute
frequency during mid-day and peak hours and a 30-minute frequency during off-peak hours. Total
average daily boardings at stops along the corridor segment for Route 105 are approximately 1,582
passengers for northbound trips and 1,513 passengers for southbound trips (Map 3). Ridership maps by
time of day are included in Appendix A.
Map 3: Havana Street Corridor Total Daily Ridership
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The speed analysis for Route 105 shows that both northbound and southbound trips experience the
slowest overall operating speeds during PM peak hours (Map 4). In the AM peak hour, northbound trips
have speeds less than 10 mph on the corridor segment from Montview St to 17th Ave. The AM and
Midday speed maps can be found in Appendix B.
Map 4: Route 105 PM Peak Speeds
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Punctuality, speed, and travel time delay were also reviewed for Route 105. Punctuality is measured as
the deviation that a bus experiences from the scheduled bus stop departure times (or for the last bus
stop on a route, the deviation that a bus experiences from the scheduled bus stop arrival time). This
data is summarized below in Table 3. As shown, buses typically depart up to two minutes late in the PM
peaks, and can depart as much as six minutes late. Buses typically travel between 16 and 20 miles per
hour (mph), and the travel time for the route is generally less than 30 minutes.
Table 3: Punctuality, Speed, and Travel Time - Route 105

Direction
Northbound
Southbound

Peak
AM
PM
AM
PM

Punctuality1
(min:sec)
50%3
85%4
1:54
4:23
2:03
6:00
0:40
2:26
2:01
5:19

50%3
20
17
18
16

Speed2
(mph)

85%4
27
23
26
22

Travel Time
(min:sec)
50%3
85%4
24:30
26:34
29:15
31:51
26:03
28:17
29:24
33:03

Notes:
1. Median punctuality for all of the bus stops within the corridor. Punctuality refers to the deviation in time between scheduled bus
departure and actual bus departure from a stop.
2. Median speed between bus stops.
3. Data representing the 50th percentile of bus trips. The 50th percentile is the value below which 50% of observed buses would fall, or the
median value.
4. Data representing the 85th percentile of bus trips. The 85th percentile is the value below which 85% of observed buses would fall.

The average delay experienced per bus trip between each stop, referred to as control delay, was also
reviewed for the corridor. This data, including the intersections the buses travel through between bus
stops, is summarized in Appendix C. Route 105 experiences the most delay when traveling northbound
in the PM peak period. The least delay is experienced in the southbound direction during both peak
periods.

Boulder
Broadway Street
Broadway Street is a major north-south corridor through the City of Boulder. The corridor runs adjacent
to the University of Colorado – Boulder and passes through two of the city’s designated historic districts:
Mapleton Hill Historic District and Downtown Historic District. The selected corridor segment for this
study is from Baseline Road (south) to Iris Avenue (north) and includes eight RTD transit routes, which
are described below (Map 5). Total average daily boardings along this segment of Broadway are 1,850 in
the northbound direction and 3,650 in the southbound direction (Map 6). Ridership maps by route and
time of day can be found in Appendix A.
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Map 5: Broadway Street Corridor
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Map 6: Broadway Street Corridor Total Daily Ridership
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204
Route 204 covers the corridor segment from Baseline Rd to Canyon Blvd. It has a 15-minute frequency
during peak hours and a 30-minute frequency during off-peak hours. Total average daily ridership along
the corridor segment for Route 204 is approximately 129 passengers for northbound trips and 243
passengers for southbound trips. Route 204 experiences the slowest overall operating speeds during PM
peak hours for both directions, most notably between Marine Street and Canyon Blvd in the northbound
direction and between Regent Dr and Baseline Rd in the southbound direction. AM peak and Midday
speed maps are located in Appendix B.
Map 7: Route 204 PM Peak Speeds
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Punctuality, speed, and travel time delay were also reviewed for Route 204. This data is summarized in
Table 4. As shown, the northbound AM peak and southbound PM peak buses experience the most
deviation from the scheduled bus stop departure times. Buses typically travel between 12 and 15 mph,
and the travel time for the route is generally less than nine minutes.
Table 4: Punctuality, Speed, and Travel Time - Route 204 (Baseline Rd to Canyon Blvd)

Direction
Northbound
Southbound

Peak
AM
PM
AM
PM

Punctuality1
(min:sec)
50%3
85%4
1:47
4:40
0:51
3:56
1:13
3:13
1:54
4:27

50%3
15
15
17
12

Speed2
(mph)

85%4
22
21
23
16

Travel Time
(min:sec)
3
50%
85%4
6:27
7:08
7:20
7:50
6:32
7:51
8:53
10:38

Notes:
1. Median punctuality for all of the bus stops within the corridor. Punctuality refers to the deviation in time between scheduled bus
departure and actual bus departure from a stop.
2. Median speed between bus stops.
3. Data representing the 50th percentile of bus trips. The 50th percentile is the value below which 50% of observed buses would fall, or the
median value.
4. Data representing the 85th percentile of bus trips. The 85th percentile is the value below which 85% of observed buses would fall.

The control delay for Route 204 was also reviewed for the corridor. This data, including the
intersections the buses travel through between bus stops, is summarized in Appendix C. The most
delay is experienced when traveling southbound in the PM peak period. The southbound buses in the
AM and the northbound buses in both peak periods all experience only about one minute of control
delay.
208
Route 208 covers the corridor segment from Walnut Street to Iris Ave and has a 30-minute frequency
throughout the day. Total average daily ridership along the corridor segment for Route 208 is
approximately 121 passengers for eastbound (northbound) 3 trips and 45 passengers for westbound
(southbound) trips. Speed analysis for Route 208 shows that eastbound (northbound) trips experience
the slowest overall operating speeds during PM peak hours; westbound (southbound) trips experience
the slowest overall operating speeds during AM peak hours. Corridor segments closer to Downtown
Boulder show slower operating speeds across time periods. AM peak and Midday speed maps are
located in Appendix B.

3

The official directionality of Route 208 is Eastbound – Westbound.
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Map 8: Route 208 PM Peak Speeds
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Punctuality, speed, and travel time delay were also reviewed for Route 208. This data is summarized in
Table 5. As shown, the southbound PM peak buses have the most deviation from the scheduled bus
stop departure times, which is expected given that time period and direction experiences the most delay
between bus stops. Buses typically travel between 17 and 21 mph, and the travel time for the route is
generally less than seven minutes.
Table 5: Punctuality, Speed, and Travel Time, Route 208 (Walnut St to Iris Ave)

Direction
Northbound
Southbound

Peak
AM
PM
AM
PM

Punctuality1
(min:sec)
50%3
85%4
1:19
3:00
2:01
4:24
1:39
4:30
3:43
7:20

50%3
20
17
21
21

Speed2
(mph)

85%4
27
24
29
29

Travel Time
(min:sec)
3
50%
85%4
5:25
6:25
6:40
8:01
4:58
5:40
4:47
5:23

Notes:
1. Median punctuality for all of the bus stops within the corridor. Punctuality refers to the deviation in time between scheduled bus
departure and actual bus departure from a stop.
2. Median speed between bus stops.
3. Data representing the 50th percentile of bus trips. The 50th percentile is the value below which 50% of observed buses would fall, or the
median value.
4. Data representing the 85th percentile of bus trips. The 85th percentile is the value below which 85% of observed buses would fall.

The control delay for Route 208 was also reviewed. This data, including the intersections the buses
travel through between bus stops, is summarized in Appendix C. The most delay is experienced when
traveling northbound in the PM peak period. The northbound buses in the PM peak period and the
southbound buses in both peak periods all experience less than one minute of control delay.
209
Route 209 (northbound/westbound trips only) covers the corridor segment from Regent Dr to Euclid
Ave. It has a 15-minute frequency during peak hours and a 30-minute frequency during off-peak hours.
Total average daily ridership along the corridor segment for Route 209 is approximately 2 passengers for
northbound trips. Speed analysis shows consistently slow overall operating speeds across time periods
on the corridor segment. PM peak and Midday speed maps are located in Appendix B.
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Map 9: Route 209 AM Peak Speeds

One-way operation on Broadway only.
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Punctuality, speed, and travel time delay were also reviewed for Route 209. This data is summarized in
Table 6. As shown, the northbound AM peak buses have the most deviation from the scheduled bus
stop departure times. Buses typically travel between 12 and 17 mph, and the travel time for the route is
generally less than nine minutes.
Table 6: Punctuality, Speed, and Travel Time - Route 209 (Baseline Rd to Canyon Blvd)

Direction
Northbound
Southbound

Peak
AM
PM
AM
PM

Punctuality1
(min:sec)
50%3
85%4
1:47
4:40
0:51
3:56
1:13
3:13
1:54
4:27

50%3
15
15
17
12

Speed2
(mph)

85%4
22
21
23
16

Travel Time
(min:sec)
3
50%
85%4
6:27
7:08
7:20
7:50
6:32
7:51
8:53
10:38

Notes:
1. Median punctuality for all of the bus stops within the corridor. Punctuality refers to the deviation in time between scheduled bus
departure and actual bus departure from a stop.
2. Median speed between bus stops.
3. Data representing the 50th percentile of bus trips. The 50th percentile is the value below which 50% of observed buses would fall, or the
median value.
4. Data representing the 85th percentile of bus trips. The 85th percentile is the value below which 85% of observed buses would fall.

The control delay for Route 209 was also reviewed for the corridor. This data, including the
intersections the buses travel through between bus stops, is summarized in Appendix C. Route 209
experiences approximately one minute of control delay during the peak periods.
225
Route 225 covers the corridor segment from Baseline Rd to Downtown Boulder. It has a 15-minute
frequency during peak hours and a 30-minute frequency during off-peak hours. Total average daily
ridership along the corridor segment for Route 225 is approximately 475 passengers for eastbound
(southbound) trips and 51 passengers for westbound (northbound) trips. Based on the speed analysis,
both eastbound and westbound trips experience the slowest overall operating speeds during PM peak
hours. The corridor segment between Baseline Rd and Regent Dr has speeds less than 10 mph for
eastbound PM peak hour and mid-day trips. AM peak and Midday speed maps are located in Appendix
B.
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Map 10: Route 225 PM Peak Speeds
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Punctuality, speed, and travel time delay were also reviewed for Route 225. This data is summarized in
Table 7. As shown, the northbound AM peak and southbound PM peak buses have the most deviation
from the scheduled bus stop departure times. Buses typically travel between 12 and 17 mph, and the
travel time for the route is generally less than nine minutes.
Table 7. Punctuality, Speed, and Travel Time - Route 225 (Baseline Rd to Canyon Blvd)

Direction
Northbound
Southbound

Peak
AM
PM
AM
PM

Punctuality1
(min:sec)
50%3
85%4
1:47
4:40
0:51
3:56
1:13
3:13
1:54
4:27

50%3
15
15
17
12

Speed2
(mph)

85%4
22
21
23
16

Travel Time
(min:sec)
50%3
85%4
6:27
7:08
7:20
7:50
6:32
7:51
8:53
10:38

Notes:
1. Median punctuality for all of the bus stops within the corridor. Punctuality refers to the deviation in time between scheduled bus
departure and actual bus departure from a stop.
2. Median speed between bus stops.
3. Data representing the 50th percentile of bus trips. The 50th percentile is the value below which 50% of observed buses would fall, or the
median value.
4. Data representing the 85th percentile of bus trips. The 85th percentile is the value below which 85% of observed buses would fall.

The control delay for Route 225 was also reviewed for the corridor. This data, including the
intersections the buses travel through between bus stops, is summarized in Appendix C. Route 225
experiences the most delay when traveling southbound in the PM peak period. The southbound buses
in the AM and the northbound buses in both peak periods all experience only about one minute of
control delay.
DASH
DASH covers the corridor segment from Baseline Rd to Downtown Boulder. It has a 15-minute frequency
during mid-day and peak hours and a 30- to 60-minute frequency during off-peak hours. Total average
daily ridership along the corridor segment for DASH is approximately 775 passengers for eastbound
(southbound) trips and 101 passengers for westbound (northbound) trips. Speed analysis for DASH
shows that both eastbound and westbound trips experience the slowest overall operating speeds during
PM peak hours, especially on the segment to the north of Pleasant St. The westbound segment between
Baseline Rd and Regent Dr also experiences slow operating speeds during mid-day and AM peak hours.
AM peak and Midday speed maps are located in Appendix B.
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Map 11: DASH PM Peak Speeds
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Punctuality, speed, and travel time delay were also reviewed for the DASH. This data is summarized in
Table 8. As shown, the eastbound and westbound PM peak buses have the most deviation from the
scheduled bus stop departure times. This is reasonable given that both directions experience the
slowest overall speeds during the PM peak hour. Buses typically travel between 12 and 19 minutes, and
the travel time for the route is generally less than eight minutes.
Table 8. Punctuality, Speed, and Travel Time, Route DASH (Baseline Rd to Canyon Blvd)

Direction
Eastbound
Westbound

Peak
AM
PM
AM
PM

Punctuality1
(min:sec)
50%3
85%4
1:32
2:55
3:00
6:04
0:37
3:20
1:55
5:39

50%3
19
12
16
15

Speed2
(mph)

85%4
25
17
23
22

Travel Time
(min:sec)
3
50%
85%4
5:15
6:18
7:26
8:42
6:39
7:59
7:11
7:59

Notes:
1. Median punctuality for all of the bus stops within the corridor. Punctuality refers to the deviation in time between scheduled bus
departure and actual bus departure from a stop.
2. Median speed between bus stops.
3. Data representing the 50th percentile of bus trips. The 50th percentile is the value below which 50% of observed buses would fall, or the
median value.
4. Data representing the 85th percentile of bus trips. The 85th percentile is the value below which 85% of observed buses would fall.

The control delay for the DASH was also reviewed for the corridor. This data, including the intersections
the buses travel through between bus stops, is summarized in Appendix C. The DASH experiences
similar delays in travel during both peak periods and in both directions.
SK!P
SK!P runs through the entire corridor segment of interest from Baseline Rd to Iris Ave. It has a 10-minute
frequency during mid-day and peak hours and a 15- to 30-minute frequency during off-peak hours. Total
average daily ridership along the corridor segment for SK!P is approximately 1,443 passengers for
northbound trips and 1,548 passengers for southbound trips. Speed analysis for SK!P shows that
northbound and southbound PM peak hour trips experience the slowest overall operating speeds,
especially between Spruce St and Arapahoe Ave. AM peak and Midday speed maps are located in
Appendix B.
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Map 12: SK!P PM Peak Speeds
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Punctuality, speed, and travel time delay were also reviewed for the SK!P. This data is summarized in
Table 9. As shown, the northbound AM peak buses have the most deviation from the scheduled bus
stop departure times. Buses typically travel between 12 and 17 mph, and the travel time for the route is
generally less than 19 minutes.
Table 9. Punctuality, Speed, and Travel Time, Route SK!P (Baseline Rd to Walnut St)

Direction
Northbound
Southbound

Peak
AM
PM
AM
PM

Punctuality1
(min:sec)
50%3
85%4
1:23
4:02
1:13
4:21
0:45
2:25
0:28
1:50

50%3
17
14
16
12

Speed2
(mph)

85%4
25
19
22
16

Travel Time
(min:sec)
50%3
85%4
13:30
15:50
18:16
20:41
14:41
17:06
17:46
19:12

Notes:
1. Median punctuality for all of the bus stops within the corridor. Punctuality refers to the deviation in time between scheduled bus
departure and actual bus departure from a stop.
2. Median speed between bus stops.
3. Data representing the 50th percentile of bus trips. The 50th percentile is the value below which 50% of observed buses would fall, or the
median value.
4. Data representing the 85th percentile of bus trips. The 85th percentile is the value below which 85% of observed buses would fall.

The control delay for the SK!P was also reviewed for the corridor. This data, including the intersections
the buses travel through between bus stops, is summarized in Appendix C. The SK!P experiences the
most delay when traveling northbound in the PM peak period. The northbound buses in the AM and
the southbound buses in both peak periods all experience only about two minutes of control delay.
Stampede
Stampede (westbound trips only) covers a short segment of Broadway from 18th Street to Euclid Ave. It
has a 10-minute frequency during mid-day and peak hours and a 15-minute frequency during off-peak
hours. Ridership analysis is not included for Stampede as there are no Stampede stops directly located
on the corridor segment. Speed analysis for Stampede westbound trips shows that the entire covered
segment experiences speeds less than 10 mph across all time periods. AM peak and Midday speed
maps are located in Appendix B.
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Map 13: Stampede PM Peak Speeds

One-way operation on Broadway only.
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Flatiron Flyer (FF)
Flatiron Flyers 1, 2, and 5 operate along the corridor segment between Baseline Rd and Downtown
Boulder. FF1 runs with a 15-minute frequency during peak hours and a 15- to 30-minute frequency
during off-peak hours. FF2 runs with a 10-minute frequency throughout the day. FF5 has a 30-minute
frequency for AM peak hours and a 60-minute frequency for mid-day and PM peak hours. Total average
daily ridership along the corridor segment for FF1 is approximately 1,021 passengers for eastbound trips
and 87 passengers for westbound trips. Total average daily ridership along the corridor segment for FF2
is approximately 666 passengers for eastbound trips and 28 passengers for westbound trips. Total
average daily ridership for FF5 is approximately 36 passengers for eastbound trips and 11 passengers for
westbound trips. Speed analysis for FF1 shows that both eastbound and westbound trips experience the
slowest overall operating speeds during PM peak hours. FF1 westbound trips experience speeds less
than 10 mph on corridor segment between Euclid Ave and Walnut St during PM peak hours. FF2
eastbound trips experience the slowest overall operating speeds during PM peak hours, and FF2
westbound trips experience the slowest overall operating speeds during AM peak and mid-day hours.
For FF5, eastbound trips experience the slowest overall operating speeds during mid-day hours, and
westbound trips experience the slowest overall operating speeds during AM peak hours. FF5 westbound
trips experience speeds less than 10 mph on corridor segment between Euclid Ave and Walnut St during
both AM and PM peak hours. Speed maps by time of day and route are located in Appendix B.
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Map 14: Route FF1 PM Peak Speeds
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Map 15: Route FF2 AM Peak Speeds
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Map 16: Route FF5 Midday Speeds
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Punctuality, speed, and travel time delay were also reviewed for the FF routes. This data is summarized
in Table 10. As shown, the westbound AM peak buses have the most deviation from the scheduled bus
stop departure times. The punctuality of the buses is likely affected by congestion along the route
outside of the study limits. Buses typically travel between 14 and 22 mph, and the travel time for the
route within the corridor limits is generally less than four minutes.
Table 10. Punctuality, Speed, and Travel Time, Route FF (Baseline Rd to Euclid Ave)

Direction
Eastbound
Westbound

Peak
AM
PM
AM
PM

Punctuality1
(min:sec)
50%3
85%4
1:22
2:40
2:17
4:12
2:35
7:19
1:48
6:44

50%3
22
17
14
17

Speed2
(mph)

85%4
31
23
18
24

Travel Time
(min:sec)
3
50%
85%4
2:00
2:34
2:40
3:32
3:40
4:27
2:50
3:04

Notes:
1. Median punctuality for all of the bus stops within the corridor. Punctuality refers to the deviation in time between scheduled bus
departure and actual bus departure from a stop.
2. Median speed between bus stops.
3. Data representing the 50th percentile of bus trips. The 50th percentile is the value below which 50% of observed buses would fall, or the
median value.
4. Data representing the 85th percentile of bus trips. The 85th percentile is the value below which 85% of observed buses would fall.

The control delay for the FF routes was also reviewed for the corridor. This data, including the
intersections the buses travel through between bus stops, is summarized in Appendix C. There is
minimal delay along this route in both directions and during both peak periods.

Denver
Federal
Federal Blvd is a north-south commercial corridor that runs west of Downtown Denver (Map 17). It
passes through two major transit centers: Decatur-Federal Station and Evans Transfer Hub. The selected
corridor segment for this study is from W. Evans Ave (south) to W. 38th Ave (north) and has
approximately 3,000 northbound boardings and 2,400 southbound boardings. RTD Routes 30, 30L, and
31 are included on the corridor segment. Existing transit conditions are described below. Ridership maps
by time of day and route are located in Appendix A.
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Map 17: Federal Boulevard Corridor Segment
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Map 18: Federal Boulevard Corridor Total Daily Ridership
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30
Route 30 covers the corridor segment from W. Evans Ave to Decatur – Federal Station. It has a 15minute frequency during mid-day and peak hours and a 30-minute frequency during off-peak hours.
Total average daily ridership along the corridor segment for Route 30 is approximately 700 passengers
for northbound trips and 227 passengers for southbound trips. Speed analysis for Route 30 shows that
northbound trips have the slowest overall operating speeds during PM peak hours. Southbound trips
have slower overall operating speeds during AM peak hours comparing to mid-day hours. Northbound
trips experience speeds less than 10 mph on the 6th Ave overpass during PM peak hours. Southbound
trips experience speeds less than 10 mph at the S Federal Blvd/W Alameda Ave intersection during midday and AM peak hours. Route 30 does not offer southbound service during PM peak hours. PM peak
and Midday speed maps are located in Appendix B.
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Map 19: Route 30 AM Peak Speeds
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Punctuality, speed, and travel time delay were also reviewed for Route 30. This data is summarized in
Table 11. As shown, the northbound PM peak buses have the most deviation from the scheduled bus
stop departure times, which is expected given that time period and direction experiences the most
control delay. Buses typically travel between 15 and 18 mph, and the travel time for the route is
generally less than 22 minutes.
Table 11. Punctuality, Speed, and Travel Time, Route 30

Direction
Northbound
Southbound

Peak
AM
PM
AM
PM

Punctuality1
(min:sec)
50%3
85%4
0:51
3:41
1:44
4:10
0:52
2:23
N/A
N/A

50%3
17
15
18
N/A

Speed2
(mph)

85%4
23
20
24
N/A

Travel Time
(min:sec)
3
50%
85%4
17:10
18:01
21:35
22:50
16:33
18:30
N/A
N/A

Notes:
1. Median punctuality for all of the bus stops within the corridor. Punctuality refers to the deviation in time between scheduled bus
departure and actual bus departure from a stop.
2. Median speed between bus stops.
3. Data representing the 50th percentile of bus trips. The 50th percentile is the value below which 50% of observed buses would fall, or the
median value.
4. Data representing the 85th percentile of bus trips. The 85th percentile is the value below which 85% of observed buses would fall.

The control delay for Route 30 was also reviewed. This data, including the intersections the buses
travel through between bus stops, is summarized in Appendix C. Route 30 experiences the most delay
when traveling northbound in the PM peak period. The northbound and southbound buses in the AM
peak period both experience only about two minutes of control delay.
30L
Route 30L covers the same corridor segment as that of Route 30, but only offers AM peak and PM peak
service with a 30-minute frequency. Total average daily ridership along the corridor segment for Route
30L is approximately 86 passengers for northbound trips and 81 passengers for southbound trips. Speed
analysis for Route 30L shows that both southbound and northbound trips experience slower overall
operating speeds during PM peak hours. Southbound trips experience speeds less than 10 mph on the
corridor segment between W. Jewell Ave and W. Colorado Ave during PM peak hours. PM peak and
Midday speed maps are located in Appendix B.
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Map 20: Route 30L AM Peak Speeds
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Punctuality, speed, and travel time delay were also reviewed for Route 105. This data is summarized in
Table 12. As shown, the southbound PM peak buses have the most deviation from the scheduled bus
stop departure times, which is expected given that time period and direction experiences the most delay
between bus stops. Buses typically travel between 14 and 17 mph, and the travel time for the route is
generally less than 20 minutes.
Table 12. Punctuality, Speed, and Travel Time, Route 30L

Direction
Northbound
Southbound

Peak
AM
PM
AM
PM

Punctuality1
(min:sec)
50%3
85%4
1:15
3:09
N/A
N/A
1:47
4:32
5:22
10:37

50%3
15
N/A
17
14

Speed2
(mph)

85%4
20
N/A
24
21

Travel Time
(min:sec)
3
50%
85%4
17:39
20:38
N/A
N/A
15:03
16:22
19:13
21:41

Notes:
1. Median punctuality for all of the bus stops within the corridor. Punctuality refers to the deviation in time between scheduled bus
departure and actual bus departure from a stop.
2. Median speed between bus stops.
3. Data representing the 50th percentile of bus trips. The 50th percentile is the value below which 50% of observed buses would fall, or the
median value.
4. Data representing the 85th percentile of bus trips. The 85th percentile is the value below which 85% of observed buses would fall.

The control delay for Route 30L was also reviewed. This data, including the intersections the buses
travel through between bus stops, is summarized in Appendix C. Route 30L experiences the most delay
when traveling southbound in the PM peak period. The least delay is experienced during the AM peak
period in the southbound direction.
31
Route 31 serves the entire corridor segment from W. Evans Ave to W. 38th Ave. It has a 15-minute
frequency during mid-day and peak hours and a 30-minute frequency during off-peak hours. Total
average daily ridership along the corridor segment for Route 31 is approximately 2,151 passengers for
northbound trips and 2,154 passengers for southbound trips. Speed analysis for Route 31 shows that
both northbound and southbound trips experience the slowest overall operating speeds during PM peak
hours. Route 31 southbound trips experience speeds less than 10 mph at the S Federal Blvd/W Alameda
Ave intersection across all time periods. Northbound PM peak hour trips experience speeds less than 10
mph on corridor segments from W. 7th Ave to W. 8th Ave and from W. 27th Ave to W. 29th Ave. AM peak
and Midday speed maps are located in Appendix B.
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Map 21: Route 31 PM Peak Speeds
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Punctuality, speed, and travel time delay were also reviewed for Route 31. This data is summarized in
Table 13. As shown, the northbound and southbound PM peak buses have the most deviation from the
scheduled bus stop departure times. This is expected given that both directions experience the slowest
overall speeds during the PM peak hour. Additionally, some of the stops along the corridor experience
over one minute of dwell delay in the PM peak period, contributing to the deviation from scheduled
departure. Buses typically travel between 13 and 18 mph, and the travel time for the route is generally
less than 37 minutes.
Table 13. Punctuality, Speed, and Travel Time, Route 31

Direction
Northbound
Southbound

Peak
AM
PM
AM
PM

Punctuality1
(min:sec)
50%3
85%4
2:11
5:52
2:21
5:45
1:40
5:25
4:47
10:53

50%3
16
13
18
15

Speed2
(mph)

85%4
23
18
25
21

Travel Time
(min:sec)
3
50%
85%4
27:51
30:22
36:48
42:06
26:21
30:20
32:10
36:08

Notes:
1. Median punctuality for all of the bus stops within the corridor. Punctuality refers to the deviation in time between scheduled bus
departure and actual bus departure from a stop.
2. Median speed between bus stops.
3. Data representing the 50th percentile of bus trips. The 50th percentile is the value below which 50% of observed buses would fall, or the
median value.
4. Data representing the 85th percentile of bus trips. The 85th percentile is the value below which 85% of observed buses would fall.

The control delay for Route 31 was also reviewed. This data, including the intersections the buses
travel through between bus stops, is summarized in Appendix C. Route 31 experiences the most delay
when traveling northbound in the PM peak period. The least delay is experienced during the AM peak
period in the southbound direction.

West Colfax
West Colfax Avenue is a major east-west corridor that runs through both the City of Lakewood and the
City of Denver. The selected corridor segment for this study extends from Oak St (west) to N. Broadway
(east). The segment from Oak Street to Sheridan Blvd falls within the City of Lakewood, while the section
from Sheridan Blvd to Broadway is within the City of Denver. Total average daily boardings along the
corridor are approximately 2,350 in the eastbound direction and 3,250 in the westbound direction. RTD
Routes 16 and 16L are included on the corridor segment. Existing transit conditions are described below.
Ridership maps by route and time of day are located in Appendix A.
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Map 22: West Colfax Avenue Corridor Segment
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Map 23: West Colfax Avenue Corridor Total Daily Ridership
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16
Route 16 covers the entire corridor segment from Oak St to N. Broadway. It has a 15-minute frequency
during mid-day and peak hours and a 15- to 30-minute frequency during off-peak hours. Total average
daily ridership along the corridor segment for Route 16 is approximately 2,193 passengers for eastbound
trips and 2,495 passengers for westbound trips. Speed analysis for Route 16 shows that both eastbound
and westbound trips experience the slowest overall operating speeds during PM peak hours. Eastbound
AM peak hour trips experience speeds less than 10 mph on corridor segments from Cherokee St to N.
Broadway, Benton St to Sheridan Blvd, Zephyr St to Wadsworth Blvd, and Lee St to Kipling St.
Westbound trips experience speeds less than 10 mph at the intersection of W. Colfax and Wadsworth
Blvd across all time periods. AM peak and Midday speed maps are located in Appendix B.
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Map 24: Route 16 PM Peak Speeds
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Punctuality, speed, and travel time delay were also reviewed for Route 16. This data is summarized in
Table 14. As shown, the westbound PM peak buses have the most deviation from the scheduled bus
stop departure times, which is expected given that time period and direction experiences the most delay
between bus stops. Buses typically travel between 14 and 16 mph, and the travel time for the route is
generally less than 49 minutes.
Table 14. Punctuality, Speed, and Travel Time, Route 16

Direction
Eastbound
Westbound

Peak
AM
PM
AM
PM

Punctuality1
(min:sec)
50%3
85%4
1:20
3:15
1:59
5:23
1:01
3:13
3:45
8:57

50%3
15
15
16
14

Speed2
(mph)

85%4
21
21
24
20

Travel Time
(min:sec)
3
50%
85%4
43:18
47:17
44:03
47:31
39:32
41:19
48:49
53:18

Notes:
1. Median punctuality for all of the bus stops within the corridor. Punctuality refers to the deviation in time between scheduled bus
departure and actual bus departure from a stop.
2. Median speed between bus stops.
3. Data representing the 50th percentile of bus trips. The 50th percentile is the value below which 50% of observed buses would fall, or the
median value.
4. Data representing the 85th percentile of bus trips. The 85th percentile is the value below which 85% of observed buses would fall.

The control delay for Route 16 was also reviewed for the corridor. This data, including the intersections
the buses travel through between bus stops, is summarized in Appendix C. Route 16 experiences the
most delay when traveling westbound in the PM peak period. The least delay is experienced during the
AM peak period in the westbound direction.
16L
Route 16L covers the same corridor segment as Route 16 but does not deviate to the Decatur-Federal
Station. It has a 15-minute frequency during peak hours and a 30-minute frequency during off-peak
hours. Total average daily ridership along the corridor segment for Route 16L is approximately 753
passengers for eastbound trips and 1,212 passengers for westbound trips. Speed analysis for Route 16L
shows that the corridor segment between Mariposa St to N. Broadway experiences slow operating
speeds for both eastbound and westbound trips across time periods. Similar to that of Route 16, Route
16L westbound trips also experience speeds less than 10 mph at the intersection of W. Colfax and
Wadsworth Blvd across all time periods. AM peak and Midday speed maps are located in Appendix B.
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Map 25: Route 16L PM Peak Speeds
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Punctuality, speed, and travel time delay were also reviewed for Route 16L. This data is summarized in
Table 15. As shown, the westbound and eastbound PM peak buses have the most deviation from the
scheduled bus stop departure times, which is expected given that these also experience the most
control delay. Buses typically travel between 14 and 18 mph, and the travel time for the route is
generally less than 34 minutes.
Table 15. Punctuality, Speed, and Travel Time, Route 16L

Direction
Eastbound
Westbound

Peak
AM
PM
AM
PM

Punctuality1
(min:sec)
50%3
85%4
0:34
3:01
2:26
6:51
0:50
2:58
4:07
9:20

50%3
15
14
18
14

Speed2
(mph)

85%4
19
18
23
19

Travel Time
(min:sec)
3
50%
85%4
28:36
34:49
32:03
37:02
25:30
27:40
33:56
38:26

Notes:
1. Median punctuality for all of the bus stops within the corridor. Punctuality refers to the deviation in time between scheduled bus
departure and actual bus departure from a stop.
2. Median speed between bus stops.
3. Data representing the 50th percentile of bus trips. The 50th percentile is the value below which 50% of observed buses would fall, or the
median value.
4. Data representing the 85th percentile of bus trips. The 85th percentile is the value below which 85% of observed buses would fall.

The control delay for Route 16L was also reviewed. This data, including the intersections the buses
travel through between bus stops, is summarized in Appendix C. Route 16L experiences the most delay
when traveling during the PM peak period in both directions. The least delay is experienced during the
AM peak period in the westbound direction.

Downing
Downing Street is a north-south corridor through the city of Denver (Map 26). The selected corridor
segment for this study, E. Colfax Ave (south) to E. 38th Street (north), is located to the east of downtown
Denver. Route 12 is included on the selected corridor segment. Existing transit conditions are detailed
below.
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Map 26: Downing Street Corridor Segment
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12
Route 12 runs through the entire corridor segment. It has a 15-minute frequency during AM peak hours,
a 30-minute frequency during mid-day and PM peak hours, and a 30- to 60-minute frequency during offpeak hours. Total average daily ridership along the corridor segment for Route 12 is approximately 592
passengers for northbound trips and 400 passengers for southbound trips. Ridership maps by time of
day are located in Appendix A. Speed analysis for Route 12 shows that both northbound and
southbound trips experience the slowest overall operating speeds during PM peak hours. The segment
between E. Colfax Ave and E. 18th Ave has slow operating speeds for both directions and across all time
periods. AM peak and Midday speed maps are located in Appendix B.
Map 27: Downing Street Corridor Total Daily Ridership
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Map 28: Route 12 PM Peak Speeds
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Punctuality, speed, and travel time delay were also reviewed for Route 12. This data is summarized in
Table 16. As shown, the northbound and southbound PM peak buses have the most deviation from the
scheduled bus stop departure times. This is expected given that this direction experiences some of the
slowest speeds during the PM peak period in both directions. Additionally, some of the bus stops in
each direction during the PM peak period experience dwell delays around one minute, contributing to
the deviation from scheduled departure. Buses typically travel between 10 and 13 mph, and travel time
for the route is generally less than 20 minutes.
Table 16. Punctuality, Speed, and Travel Time, Route 12

Direction
Northbound
Southbound

Peak
AM
PM
AM
PM

Punctuality1
(min:sec)
50%3
85%4
0:50
2:38
5:19
10:40
1:34
5:10
4:47
10:54

50%3
13
10
13
13

Speed2
(mph)

85%4
19
15
18
19

Travel Time
(min:sec)
3
50%
85%4
14:36
16:36
19:23
24:09
15:08
17:11
14:14
16:16

Notes:
1. Median punctuality for all of the bus stops within the corridor. Punctuality refers to the deviation in time between scheduled bus
departure and actual bus departure from a stop.
2. Median speed between bus stops.
3. Data representing the 50th percentile of bus trips. The 50th percentile is the value below which 50% of observed buses would fall, or the
median value.
4. Data representing the 85th percentile of bus trips. The 85th percentile is the value below which 85% of observed buses would fall.

The control delay for Route 12 was also reviewed for the corridor. This data, including the intersections
the buses travel through between bus stops, is summarized in Appendix C. Route 12 experiences the
most delay when traveling during the PM peak period in the northbound direction. The northbound
buses in the AM and the southbound buses in both peak periods all experience only about two minutes
of control delay.

17th/18th
E. 17th and E. 18th Ave are parallel east-west streets that converge to become E. 17th Ave east of York
Street (Map 29). The selected corridor segment for this study is located east of downtown Denver, from
N. Broadway (west) to Colorado Blvd (east). It passes through commercial and residential areas to the
west of York Street, including St. Joseph Hospital and Presbyterian St. Luke’s Medical Center, and City
Park to the east of York Street. RTD Route 20 is included on the corridor segment. Existing transit
conditions are described below. Ridership maps by time of day are located in Appendix A.
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Map 29: East 17th & 18th Avenue Corridor Segment
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20
Route 20 spans the entire corridor segment from N. Broadway to Colorado Blvd. It has a 15-minute
frequency during AM and PM peak hours, a 30-minute frequency during mid-day hours, and a 30- to 60minute frequency during off-peak hours. Total average daily ridership along the corridor segment for
Route 20 is approximately 483 passengers for eastbound trips and 405 passengers for westbound trips.
Speed analysis for Route 20 suggests that westbound trips experience the slowest overall operating
speeds during AM peak hours; eastbound trips experience the slowest overall operating speeds during
PM peak hours. Eastbound segments from N. Broadway to Sherman St, from Gaylord St to York St, and
from Jackson St to Colorado Blvd have speeds less than 10 mph across all time periods. Westbound
segments from City Park Esplanade to York St, from N Marison St to N Emerson St, and from Sherman St
to N. Broadway have speeds less than 10 mph across all time periods. PM peak and Midday speed maps
are located in Appendix B.
Map 30: East 17th & 18th Avenue Corridor Total Daily Ridership
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Map 31: Route 20 AM Peak Speeds
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Punctuality, speed, and travel time delay were also reviewed for Route 20. This data is summarized in
Table 17. As shown, the westbound PM peak buses have the most deviation from the scheduled bus
stop departure times. Buses typically travel between 13 and 17 mph, and the travel time for the route is
generally less than 16 minutes.
Table 17: Punctuality, Speed, and Travel Time, Route 20

Direction
Eastbound
Westbound

Peak
AM
PM
AM
PM

Punctuality1
(min:sec)
50%3
85%4
0:45
3:24
1:08
4:24
2:07
5:54
3:08
6:58

50%3
14
13
15
17

Speed2
(mph)

85%4
20
19
20
23

Travel Time
(min:sec)
3
50%
85%4
15:30
17:49
15:29
17:41
15:05
17:29
14:50
17:48

Notes:
1. Median punctuality for all of the bus stops within the corridor. Punctuality refers to the deviation in time between scheduled bus
departure and actual bus departure from a stop.
2. Median speed between bus stops.
3. Data representing the 50th percentile of bus trips. The 50th percentile is the value below which 50% of observed buses would fall, or the
median value.
4. Data representing the 85th percentile of bus trips. The 85th percentile is the value below which 85% of observed buses would fall.

The control delay for Route 20 was also reviewed for the corridor. This data, including the intersections
the buses travel through between bus stops, is summarized in Appendix C. Route 20 experiences the
most delay when traveling in the east bound direction during the AM peak period. The least delay is
experienced during the PM peak period in the eastbound direction.

East 12th
E. 12th Ave is an east-west street in the City of Denver. The selected corridor segment for this study
extends from the eastside of Denver Civic Center on N. Broadway (west) to Colorado Blvd (east). RTD
Route 10 is included on the corridor segment (Map 32). Existing transit conditions are described below.
Ridership maps by time of day are located in Appendix A.
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Map 32: East 12th Avenue Corridor Segment
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10
Route 10 runs through the entire corridor segment from N. Broadway to Colorado Blvd. It has a 15minute frequency during mid-day and peak hours and a 30-minute frequency during off-peak hours.
Total average daily ridership along the corridor segment for Route 10 is approximately 345 passengers
for eastbound trips and 896 passengers for westbound trips. Speed analysis for Route 10 shows that
both eastbound and westbound trips experience the slowest overall operating speeds during PM peak
hours. Eastbound segment between Pennsylvania Street and Corona Street have speeds less than 10
mph across all time periods. Similarly, westbound segments from N. Broadway to Sherman St, from N
Washington St to N Ogden St, and from Josephine St to Elizabeth St have speeds less than 10 mph across
all time periods. AM peak and Midday speed maps are located in Appendix B.
Map 33: East 12th Avenue Corridor Total Daily Ridership
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Map 34: Route 10 PM Peak Speeds
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Punctuality, speed, and travel time delay were also reviewed for Route 10. This data is summarized in
Table 18. As shown, the eastbound and westbound PM peak buses have the most deviation from the
scheduled bus stop departure times. The punctuality of these buses is likely affected by congestion
along the route outside of the study limits. Buses typically travel 11 mph, and the travel time for the
route is generally less than 19 minutes.
Table 18: Punctuality, Speed, and Travel Time, Route 10

Direction
Eastbound
Westbound

Peak
AM
PM
AM
PM

Punctuality1
(min:sec)
50%3
85%4
2:36
5:22
3:37
8:46
2:04
4:43
4:06
8:04

50%3
11
11
11
11

Speed2
(mph)

85%4
14
13
14
15

Travel Time
(min:sec)
3
50%
85%4
15:32
16:32
16:44
17:46
18:06
19:32
16:53
17:45

Notes:
1. Median punctuality for all of the bus stops within the corridor. Punctuality refers to the deviation in time between scheduled bus
departure and actual bus departure from a stop.
2. Median speed between bus stops.
3. Data representing the 50th percentile of bus trips. The 50th percentile is the value below which 50% of observed buses would fall, or the
median value.
4. Data representing the 85th percentile of bus trips. The 85th percentile is the value below which 85% of observed buses would fall.

The control delay for Route 10 was also reviewed for the corridor. This data, including the intersections
the buses travel through between bus stops, is summarized in Appendix C. Route 10 experiences the
most delay when traveling in the eastbound direction during the AM peak period. The least delay is
experienced during the PM peak period in the eastbound direction.

Identifying Key Locations
Using the information collected during the existing conditions analysis, the following methodologies
were used to identify key locations where transit priority investments could generate the highest
benefits in terms of passengers served and travel time savings. Locations that were identified as either a
major stop or major intersection were advanced for further analysis.

Major Stops
To identify major stops, two analyses were performed on all stops 4. The first analysis considered
ridership at each stop, while the second analysis considered the passenger delay experienced at each
stop. Based on these analyses, a list of ‘major stops’ was generated.
For the ridership analysis, boardings at each stop were indexed. The stop with the highest number of
boardings was assigned a value of 100 percent, with all other stops indexed off of that value. The same
was done for alightings. A composite index for each stop was then developed, which is a weighted
average of the boarding and alighting indexes. For the composite index, boardings were assigned a
weight of two and alightings a weight of one. This was done because customers who are boarding a bus
spend more time at a stop, and are therefore more impacted by stop conditions, than customers who

4

Off-corridor stops, including deviations intorail stations, were excluded from the analysis.
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are alighting from a bus. A composite index value of 15 percent was used as the threshold for whether
not a stop would be included on the list of ‘major stops’.
The second analysis calculated the average total daily minutes of passenger delay experienced at each
stop. This was done by multiplying the ‘at stop delay’ by the ‘on-bus passenger load’ for each trip during
the day and then summing all values to determine an average daily total. A threshold of 400 minutes
was used to determine whether or not a stop was included on the major stops list.
As a result of these analyses, 56 stops were identified as ‘major’. Of those 56, 33 met both the ridership
and delay thresholds, 12 met just the ridership threshold, and 11 met just the delay threshold. The list of
major stops can be found in Appendix D, with detailed stop inventories located in Appendix E 5.

Major Intersections
Three screening criteria were used to identify the major intersections along each corridor. First, the
speed of buses along each corridor was reviewed. Segments where buses travelled on average below 10
mph between bus stops were reviewed and all signalized intersections within those segments were
added to the major intersections list. Second, segments where buses experience 25 seconds or more
control delay between stops were reviewed and all additional signalized intersections within those
segments were added to the major intersections list. Finally, the corridors were reviewed via Google
Earth to see if any intersections that appeared to be major based on their geometry did not make it onto
the list based on the first two criteria. The specific control delay experienced around these intersections
was reviewed more closely to determine if these intersections should also be added to the major
intersections list.
Tables showing the bus delay experienced between bus stops, as well as the signalized intersections
present between those bus stops, are included as Appendix C. These were used during the analysis
discussed above to help determine major intersections along each corridor. The list of major
intersections is located in Appendix F.

Conditions at Key Locations
Description of Field Work Completed
The three areas of focus for field work included a parking inventory, bus stop inventory, and a review of
the major intersection geometry for all seven corridors. The field team also documented the on-street
parking and other curb restrictions along each of the routes. The parking and curb restriction data
collected is provided in Appendix G.
A detailed bus stop inventory was performed for the stops determined to be major. The field team
created a check list to ensure all relevant features of the major bus stops were documented. Features
recorded included sidewalks, signage, benches, shelters, transfers, lighting, bike access, ADA ompliance,

Two stops identified as ‘major’ were excluded from the inventory, as they will be included in the Colfax 15L
improvement program. These are the eastbound and westbound stops located at Colfax and Broadway (Stop IDs
12849 and 12850)

5
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and additional amenities present at the major stops. The field team also noted observations of anything
unique at each major bus stop.
For the major intersection inventory, the field team documented the intersection geometry, measured
crosswalk widths, noted the presence of pedestrian buttons, and documented the traffic signal phasing
occurring during the time of inventory. Additionally, curb-to-curb widths mid-block were recorded at
select intersections where bypass lanes were anticipated to be recommended.

Conditions at Key Locations
Exhibits showing the existing conditions related to bus stops and intersections along the corridors are
included as Appendix H. The exhibits also highlight the major bus stops and major intersections that
were determined for each corridor.

Volumes
Traffic turning movement counts were obtained from the relevant agencies for all major
intersections. These volumes were utilized during the analysis in order to understand whether bypass
lanes and/or queue jumps could be worthwhile improvements at major intersections. When low right
turn volumes are present at intersections with long through movement queues, generally bypass lanes
and/or queue jumps utilizing the existing right turn lanes can be an effective way to reduce transit
delay. Additionally, the volumes obtained along the Broadway corridor were utilized as part of the
VISSIM analysis performed.

Travel Times
General traffic travel time data was obtained where available from the agencies. The data obtained is
summarized in Table 19.
Table 19: Existing General Traffic Travel Times

Corridor

Limits

Broadway

Greenbriar Blvd
to Lee Hill Rd

Downing

Park Ave to
Walnut St

West Colfax

Simms St to
Harlan St

West Colfax

Sheridan Blvd to
Irving St

Direction
Northbound/Westbound
Southbound/Eastbound
Northbound
Southbound
Westbound
Eastbound
Westbound
Eastbound

Peak
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM

Travel Time
(min:sec)
17:53
19:48
17:33
22:36
5:34
7:56
5:58
6:57
8:14
9:14
8:27
8:56
3:18
3:42
3:08
2:45
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Street Right-of-Way
Each corridor studied varied in terms of street right-of-way and major intersection geometry.
The Havana St corridor from Montview Blvd to Del Mar Pkwy is generally one lane in each direction with
a two-way left turn lane from Colfax Ave to Del Mar Pkwy. Additional turn lanes are provided at some of
the major intersections within this section, as well. From Del Mar Pkwy to 1st Ave, there are two lanes in
each direction with additional turn lanes provided at many of the intersections. South of 1st Ave the
corridor is generally three lanes in each direction with painted median separation and additional turn
lanes at most of the intersections. There is unrestricted on-street parking north of Colfax Avenue, and
no on-street parking along the rest of the corridor.
The Broadway corridor is generally two lanes in each direction with left turn lanes at most of the
signalized intersections and right turn lanes at some signalized intersections. The northbound and
southbound lanes of travel are separated by a median south of Arapahoe Ave and no median north of
Arapahoe Ave. There is no on-street parking along the corridor.
The Federal Blvd corridor varies between two and three lanes in each direction with separation by a
median in some areas and a two-way left turn lane in other areas. Additional turn lanes are provided at
many of the intersections along the corridor. There is no on-street parking along the corridor.
The West Colfax Ave corridor is three lanes in each direction with separation by a median and additional
turn lanes at most of the intersections west of Sheridan Blvd. East of Sheridan Blvd to Federal Blvd
there are two lanes in each direction, separated by a two-way left turn lane. East of Federal Blvd there
are generally three lanes in each direction with median separation and additional turn lanes at
intersections. There is no on-street parking along the corridor.
The Downing St corridor includes the one-way couplets of Downing St & Ogden St from Colfax Ave to
18th Ave and the two-way section of Downing St north of 18th Ave. The northbound one-way stretch on
Downing St is generally two lanes with additional turn lanes at intersections and unrestricted parking on
the east side of the street. The southbound one-way stretch on Ogden St is generally one lane with no
turn lanes at intersections and has a combination of time restricted and unrestricted parking on both
sides of the street. The two-way stretch on Downing St is generally one lane in each direction with left
turn lanes at many of the intersections and mostly no parking with some stretches of time restricted and
unrestricted on-street parking.
The 17th & 18th Avenue corridor includes the one-way couplets of 17th & 18th Ave from Broadway to
York St and the two-way section of 17th Ave from York St to Colorado Blvd. The one-way couplets are
generally three lanes in each direction with no turn lanes at the intersections, and have a combination of
mostly metered, time restricted, and no on-street parking. The two-way section of 17th Ave is generally
two lanes in each direction with a two-way left turn lane, and some on-street time restricted parking on
the south side of the street and no on-street parking on the north side.
The 12th Avenue corridor is generally narrow with one lane in each direction and no turn lanes at
intersections. This corridor is a designated bike route with long stretches of unrestricted on-street
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parking with some blocks of resident parking, some blocks of time restricted parking, and some blocks of
no parking.

Signal Timing
Existing weekday peak period signal phasing and timing for the corridor was also obtained from the
relevant agencies. Table 20 summarizes the peak periods and cycle lengths for the different signal
timing groups within the study area limits. As shown, the cycle lengths vary by corridor and sometimes
change within the corridors.
It should be noted that signal timing information is not included for the Havana St corridor. Aurora is
planning to re-time this corridor in the near future and it is expected that cycle lengths and splits may
change dramatically. It was therefore determined that including the current information was not
worthwhile given that it will likely change significantly in the near future.
Table 20: Traffic Signal Cycle Lengths

Corridor
Broadway St
12th Ave
17th & 18th
Avenues
Downing St
Federal Blvd
West Colfax
Ave

Signal Timing Group
Description
Baseline – University
Arapahoe – Pearl
Grant – Josephine

AM Peak Cycle
Length (sec)
100
90
90

PM Peak Cycle
Length (sec)
120
100
90

Lincoln – Esplanade

90

90

16th Avenue – MLK
38th Avenue – Evans
Nelson Street
Miller – Wadsworth
Sheridan – Irving
Federal – Broadway

90
120
75
150
100
90

90
120
150
150
100
90

The major intersections along the Broadway St corridor in Boulder are semi-actuated with coordination
in both the northbound and southbound directions from Baseline Rd to Pearl St with a cycle length
break between University Ave and Arapahoe Ave.
The major intersections along the Federal Blvd corridor are semi-actuated with coordination in the
northbound and southbound directions.
The major intersections along the West Colfax Ave corridor are coordinated in the eastbound and
westbound directions from Wolff St to 15th St with a cycle length break between Irving St and Federal
Blvd. Broadway and Sheridan Blvd intersections are both semi-actuated with coordination in the
northbound and southbound directions. West of Sheridan Blvd the major intersections are semiactuated with coordination along West Colfax Ave.
The major intersections along the Downing corridor are pre-timed from 16th Ave to 18th Ave along both
Downing St and Ogden St, with the exception of the Ogden St/18th Ave & Park Ave intersection that is
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semi-actuated with coordination along Park Ave. The intersections of Downing St and Ogden St with
Colfax Ave are semi-actuated with coordination in the eastbound and westbound directions. The
intersection of Downing St and MLK Jr. Blvd is semi-actuated with coordination in the northbound and
southbound directions.
The major intersections along the 17th Ave corridor are pre-timed from Broadway St to Williams St. The
major intersections along the 18th Ave corridor are pre-timed from Broadway St to High St, with the
exception of the Ogden/18th & Park Ave intersection that is semi-actuated with coordination along Park
Ave. The intersections of 17th Ave and 18th Ave with York St, Josephine St, and Colorado Blvd are all
semi-actuated with coordination in the northbound and southbound directions and the intersection of
17th Ave & City Park Esplanade is semi-actuated with coordination in the eastbound and westbound
directions.
The major intersections along the 12th Ave corridor are pre-timed from Grant St to Downing St. The
York St and Josephine St intersections are semi-actuated with coordination in the northbound and
southbound directions.

Transit Priority Toolbox
The following section details the priority improvements that were evaluated for potential use in the
corridors. Transit-priority measures, stop-related measures, and fleet-related measures were all
considered and are described below.

Bus Lanes
Bus lanes provide exclusive right-of-way for transit vehicles and can be either by time-of-day (i.e. during
peak hours only) or full-time. Lanes are separated from other traffic by pavement markings and/or
physical barriers. There are three main types of bus lanes:
(1) Arterial Bus Lanes: Separate lanes on surface streets that can either be curbside or offset.
(2) Bypass Lanes: Lanes that allow transit vehicles to bypass traffic queues at congested intersections.
These are further detailed below.
(3) HOV Lanes: Lanes on major arterials or freeways that are restricted to buses and vehicles meeting
minimum passenger occupancy requirements.
Figure 10. Bus Lanes

Offset

-

Curbside

Benefits: Bus lanes have the potential to improve transit travel speeds and efficiency and
enhance reliability over mixed-traffic operations. Bus lanes also increase transit visibility.
Applications: Appropriate for corridors with high transit volumes and with significant transit
delay due to vehicular traffic. Application typically involves street widening, removal or
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restricted use of an on-street parking lane, or repurposing of the existing travel lanes. If lanes
are offset, bus bulbs should also be installed at stops. Curbside bus lanes need to be at least 11
feet (12 feet preferred) wide, while offset bus lanes need to be at least 12 feet wide.

Bypass Lanes and Queue Jumps
Bypass lanes allow buses to overtake queues in advance of congested intersections. These are usually
paired with queue jumps at the intersection to allow the bus back into general traffic lanes prior to
general traffic getting a green signal.
- Benefits: Bypass lanes and queue jumps have the potential to reduce travel time, increase
transit efficiency, enhance transit service reliability, and attract more riders.
- Applications: Appropriate for congested intersections with a limited amount of right-turning
traffic (when shared with a right-turn only lane). Application typically involves relocating or
repurposing an existing parking or turning lane as a through lane for transit vehicles, and are
often shared with right-turning general traffic. Geometrically, the intersection needs to have
available width to serve as a bypass lane; this width may come from existing turn lanes or a
parking lane that extends to the intersection. The potential bypass lane also needs to be long
enough for transit vehicles to bypass as much of the traffic queuing at the intersection as
possible. Potential delays from right-turning traffic due to pedestrian crossings on the
intersecting street need to be considered and addressed for the by-pass lanes to function
efficiently and effectively.
Figure 11: Bypass Lane and Queue Jump
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Bus Bulbs (curb extensions) or Bus Islands
An extension of the sidewalk into the parking or traffic lane or an island separated from the sidewalk by
a bike channel that allows transit vehicles to make in-lane stops.
- Benefits: Bus bulbs or islands allow transit vehicles to pick up and drop off passengers without
pulling out of the travel lane. This generates travel time savings for transit vehicles by avoiding
delay from merging back into through traffic. Bus bulbs and islands also provide more space for
stop amenities and a shorter crossing distance for pedestrians. Traffic safety is also enhanced by
eliminating the transit vehicle reentry conflict. Bus bulbs usually result in increased parking
zone space since the bus access/egress space is not required.
- Applications: Appropriate for corridors in which transit vehicles experience difficulties merging
back into through traffic after serving a stop. Suitable for traffic speeds up to 45 mph.
Figure 12: Bus Island and Bus Bulb

Transit Signal Priority (TSP)
TSP gives priority to transit vehicles approaching an intersection by adjusting signal timing (i.e. early or
extended green time) while maintaining overall cycle length at the intersection and traffic signal
coordination along the corridor.
- Benefits: TSP has the potential to reduce or eliminate intersection delay for transit vehicles at
signalized intersections. Reduced delay brings travel time savings, improved efficiency, and
enhanced reliability for transit services.
- Applications: Appropriate for corridors with significant transit delay due to signal operation,
especially when coupled with far-side stops. It is good practice to weigh person delay reduction
and person delay increase for transit vehicles and general traffic, respectively, to assess the
benefits of TSP. TSP is recommended when there is a decrease in net person delay at an
intersection or along a corridor.

Optimal Stop Spacing
Transit stop spacing along the route can affect transit travel time, service efficiency and effectiveness,
and reliability. Optimal stop spacing can be achieved by transit stop consolidation, removal, or
relocation.
- Benefits: Optimal stop location and spacing has the potential to increase transit travel speeds by
reducing stop access/egress/dwell time delay while maintaining an efficient transit stop service
access area.
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-

Applications: Optimal stop spacing determination usually involves a trade-off between (A)
frequent stops with greater stop accessibility, but longer vehicle travel time and (B) less
frequent stops with lower stop accessibility, but faster vehicle travel time. In other words, a
trade-off between transit rider in-vehicle travel time, passenger accessibility (walk time), and
transit operations efficiency. It is important to consider the context of each location, advantage
and disadvantage of different stop locations, and the goals of the transit service before making a
stop location and spacing decision.

Optimal Stop Location
Transit stop location can have significant implications for service delay and passenger safety. Stops can
be located far-side, near-side, or midblock. The advantages and disadvantages of each are detailed
below.
Far-Side Stops
Advantages
o Minimize conflicts with right-turning vehicles
o Encourage pedestrians to cross behind the bus
o Require shorter deceleration distances for transit vehicles
o Easier for transit vehicles to reenter traffic flow
o Minimizes sight distance problems on approaches to intersections
o Allows for TSP at the adjacent intersection; green holds are less intrusive than green
advances
Disadvantages
o Intersections may be blocked by queuing transit vehicles during peak periods
o Sight distance may be obscured for crossing vehicles and pedestrians
o May increase rear-end collisions
When to Use
o Always preferred unless there are mitigating factors
o When transit signal priority technologies or bus bypass lanes are used at the
intersection
o When right-turning volumes at the intersection are high
o When near-side traffic is heavier than far-side traffic
Figure 13: Far-side Bus Stop
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Near-Side Stops
Advantages
o Provide passengers access to the bus at the point closest to the crosswalk
o Provide transit drivers more room as they pull away from the curb
o When transit signal priority is not present, near-side stops can eliminate double
stopping at the intersection.
Disadvantages
o Often induces double stopping at intersections unless bus can always get to stop during
signal queue time
o Reduce the effectiveness of queue jump lanes and transit signal priority technologies
o Create potential conflicts with right-turning vehicles
o May cause delay for through traffic
o Passengers crossing in front of bus creates safety issue due to decreased sight distance
and transit delay for pedestrian crossing on green
When to Use
o When far-side stop location is not feasible
Figure 14: Near-side Bus Stop

Mid-Block Stops
Advantages
o Minimizes sight distance concerns for other drivers and pedestrians
o Allows mid-block passenger generators to be directly served
Disadvantages
o May encourage unsafe pedestrian crossings, especially when there are not mid-block
marked crosswalks
o May require additional no-parking zones
o Increases walk distance for pedestrians
When to Use
o When there are major mid-block passenger generators
o On long blocks where the distance between adjacent intersections exceeds stop spacing
requirements
o Where placement of farside or nearside stops are not possible or would create an
unsafe situation.
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Figure 15: Mid-Block Bus Stop

Stop access and amenities
Transit stops provide the key link between passengers and the transit system. It signals the presence of
transit service and provides an area for passengers to wait for the bus. Transit stop access and facilities
can include well-marked crosswalks, bike lanes, bike storage at transit stops, shelters, security cameras,
among other elements.
- Benefits: Better transit stop amenities enhance the customer experience. Improved stop
accessibility can increase the catchment area of the stop. Together, they make transit a more
attractive way of travel and thus, increase ridership.
- Applications: Appropriate for stops with limited accessibility and amenities. Specific applications
for each transit stop may vary based on need and budget. For instance, better stop amenities
are more effective for stops with low frequencies and high ridership while bicycle facilities are
more appropriate if there is high bicycle usage along the corridor. It is important to consider
ridership, transit service levels, and transit stop context before making improvements.

Level boarding platforms (and precision docking)
Level boarding platforms are station platforms raised to the same height as the floor of transit vehicles,
providing easier boarding for passengers, especially those with mobility challenges. This can be
accomplished by installing a special stop or station platform raised to a specific height or by raising the
curb or sidewalk height at the stop. The introduction of precision docking technology in the near term
will further enhance level boarding by allowing for full roll-on, roll-off capability.
- Benefits: Level boarding platforms eliminate the vertical gap between transit stop platform and
transit vehicle floor, providing easier access for passengers, especially those with mobility
challenges. Level boarding platforms have the potential to enhance passenger safety and
increase transit service efficiency.
- Applications: Appropriate for Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) and regular high-volume stops.
Applications of level boarding can be combined with automatic docking assisted by optical or
electromagnetic systems, or through driver-based manual docking assisted by retractable
doorway bridge plates. However, design of transit vehicles (i.e. vehicle wheel lugs) can cause
compatibility issues.
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Figure 16: Level Boarding Platform

Smart payment technologies and all-door boarding
Smart payment technologies include transit smart cards, magnetic strip cards, smart phone payment
apps, and off-vehicle fare payment systems. All-door boarding allows customers to board the vehicle
from any door.
- Benefits: The utilization of smart payment technologies has the potential to reduce transit dwell
time at each stop and improve transit service reliability. Moving fare payment or validation from
the vehicle front door can further speed transit service. These on- or off-vehicle fare payment
technologies are usually coupled with all-door vehicle boarding, which allows for faster
customer boarding.
- Applications: It is important to study the costs and benefits of each option before deployment.
Off-vehicle fare payment may require fare enforcement either at transit stations or on board the
vehicle as well as new equipment and technology costs.

Fleet Attributes
Low floor vehicles: Low-floor vehicles minimize the vertical gap between vehicle floors and the
curb, providing easier access for passengers, especially those with mobility challenges. Low floor
vehicles also require lower platforms for level boarding, reducing potential pedestrian impacts.
Easier access at each stop has the potential to reduce transit delay at the stop.
Precision Docking: Technology that assists the operator with docking the bus at stations,
creating a narrower gap at boarding platforms, which allows for level boarding that meets ADA
requirements. The more efficient boarding and alighting helps to reduce delay at stops.
High capacity vehicles: High capacity vehicles are more appropriate for higher ridership routes.
They also have the potential to reduce passenger boarding and alighting time at each stop, thus
reducing transit delay. May require longer stops (over-the-road or OTR buses) or vertical
clearance (double deck buses).
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Vehicle doors: The number and width of transit vehicle doors can influence its ability to
efficiently board and alight passengers, especially when ridership is high. Potential to move to
three-door or rear second door standard transit coaches with electric propulsion.
Acceleration and ride qualities: The quality of transit vehicles have direct impact on rider
experiences and transit service performance. Newer vehicles (i.e. electric propulsion) can be
used for a faster, quieter, and smoother more sustainable operation.
Branding and design: Branding, typically achieved through distinctive logo or graphics, has the
potential to help riders quickly recognize the transit vehicles and distinguish them from other
transit services. Beacons or pylons can help customers locate stops from distance on enhanced
transit corridors.

Recommendations
Recommendations for each corridor were developed and refined based upon technical analysis of the
existing conditions data and feedback received at stakeholder workshops conducted in November and
December of 2017. Notes from each November and December workshop can be found in Appendix I.
The following sections describe the recommended improvements for each corridor, including bus stop
consolidations and relocations (methodology described in Appendix J and list by corridor located in
Appendix K), transit signal priority (TSP) at key intersections, bus bypass lanes and queue jumps, and bus
stop improvements such as bus bulbs (detailed diagrams located in Appendix L). These
recommendations are presented as preliminary designs and will require subsequent design work to
identify any potential conflicts, such as drainage, before they can be finalized. Once a recommendation
is moved in the Final Design phase, there will be an opportunity to integrate other elements, such as
green infrastructure and water quality features, as RTD and city stakeholders see fit.
The expected travel time savings benefits associated with each proposed improvement are also included
for each corridor by direction in this section. These were calculated based on information located in
TCRP Report 118: Bus Rapid Transit Practitioners Guide, and past field work analysis conducted by the
consultant team. For bus stop consolidations, benefits for stop removals were assigned to each stop
based on total daily boardings (Table 21). Relocated stops were not assigned travel time savings
benefits, as those are included in TSP time savings assumptions.
Table 21: Stop Removal Benefits

Daily Boardings at
Stop
Less than 10
10-100
100-200
200+

Percent of Buses
Stopping

Time Saved from Stop
Removal (seconds)

Not Significant
33%
66%
100%

0
10
20
30
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The delay reductions along each corridor were then summed by direction, representing the total time a
passenger would save if they rode the corridor segment from end-to-end and experienced every
improvement. This total per trip savings was then multiplied by the daily corridor ridership (by
direction) to determine the potential daily ‘person delay’ reduction that would be generated by the
proposed improvements. Cumulative person delay reduction ranges from 4 hours per day (northbound
Downing) to 623 hours per day (westbound West Colfax).
On top of the travel time savings detailed for each corridor, additional customer benefits are also noted
in the tables, with improved bus service reliability being the key additional benefit. From an operational
perspective, there is also the potential to reduce the number of buses required where the time travel
savings generated are high enough (round trip time savings approximate the headway interval). Those
operational savings could potentially be reinvested into other customer experience aspects, such as
additional frequency.

Havana St Corridor
Recommendations for the Havana St corridor are located in Appendix L on page 237 and include bus
stop consolidations and relocations, bus stop amenity upgrades, TSP, and bypass lanes and queue
jumps.
An analysis was performed to determine how much benefit could be obtained from TSP along the
corridor. Given that the traffic signals along the corridor will be retimed by the City of Aurora in the very
near future, assumptions had to be made about the signal timing parameters. It was assumed 120
second cycle lengths will be used and that approximately 20 seconds of additional green time will be
possible due to TSP (10 seconds of early green, and 10 seconds extended green). Based on these
assumptions, the effective green time per cycle (g/c) at each of the TSP intersections would improve by
0.17. TSP was analyzed using these assumptions, along with Exhibit 4-44 Signalized Intersection Delay
(120-Second Cycle and Range of Effective Green) from TCRP Report 118: Bus Rapid Transit Practitioner’s
Guide. Based on TCRP Report 118, control delay reduction of between 10 – 15 seconds can be expected
at each intersection that TSP is applied to. Given that there are eight intersections within the corridor
where TSP is recommended, and 12 seconds of control delay reduction per intersection was applied, it
can be assumed that the whole corridor could see control delay reductions of around 96 seconds.
Benefits anticipated as a result of bypass lanes and bus bulbs were developed based on information
provided in the TCRP Report 118. All the improvements that are expected to result in delay reductions
for transit along the corridor are summarized below in Table 22 and Table 23. In the southbound
direction, a customer riding the full study corridor extent would experience a two-and-a-half-minute
time savings. In the northbound direction, they would experience a time savings of nearly three
minutes.
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Table 22. Southbound Havana Proposed Improvements

Proposed Improvement
TSP
Colfax Avenue Bypass
Lane1

Benefits
(seconds
of delay)
96

Bus service reliability improves

15

Bus service reliability improves

6th Avenue Bus Bulb2

10

Consolidated Stops
Total Per Trip Savings

20
141
1,513
passengers

Daily Boardings
Potential Daily Person
Delay Reduction3

Additional Benefits
(qualitative)

Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus
service reliability improves
Bus service reliability improves

59 hours

Notes:
1. Based on data provided on page 4-40 of the Bus Rapid Transit Practitioner’s Guide.
2. Based on Exhibit 4-52 of the Bus Rapid Transit Practitioner’s Guide and CDOT’s OTIS traffic volumes.
3. Represents the maximum potential person delay reduction, and assumes all riders experience all benefits.

Table 23. Northbound Havana Proposed Improvements

Proposed Improvement
TSP
Mississippi Avenue Bypass Lane1
Alameda Avenue Bus Bulb2
6th Avenue Bypass Lane &
Queue Jump1
Colfax Avenue Bypass Lane &
Queue Jump1
Consolidated Stops
Total Per Trip Savings
Daily Boardings
Potential Daily Person Delay
Reduction3

Benefits
(seconds
of delay)
96
15
8

Additional Benefits
(qualitative)

Bus service reliability improves
Bus service reliability improves
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus
service reliability improves

15

Bus service reliability improves

15

Bus service reliability improves

10
159
1,582
passengers

Bus service reliability improves

70 hours

Notes:
1. Based on data provided on page 4-40 of the Bus Rapid Transit Practitioner’s Guide.
2. Based on Exhibit 4-52 of the Bus Rapid Transit Practitioner’s Guide and CDOT’s OTIS traffic volumes.
3. Represents the maximum potential person delay reduction, and assumes all riders experience all benefits.
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Broadway Corridor
Recommendations for the Broadway St corridor are located in Appendix L on page 238 and include bus
stop consolidations and relocations, bus stop amenity upgrades, TSP, and bypass lanes and queue
jumps.
To measure the existing operational conditions, as well as the operational impacts resulting from the
improvements considered on the south end of the Broadway corridor, an operational analysis was
performed using VISSIM microsimulation software. The stretch of the corridor from Baseline Rd through
Arapahoe Rd was included in the VISSIM model with the signalized intersections of Baseline Rd, Regent
Dr/20th St, University Ave, and Arapahoe Ave coded into the model.
The first steps in the VISSIM modeling methodology included coding and then calibrating the existing
conditions models. The data necessary for the development of the existing conditions models for
weekday morning and evening peak periods was collected, including the existing geometric information,
traffic volumes, queue lengths, and transit data. Travel times along the corridor were provided by RTD
for transit vehicles and the City of Boulder for general traffic. Once the initial coding of the base model
was complete, various measures of effectiveness (MOEs) such as vehicular volumes queue lengths, and
vehicular travel times were extracted and compared to the available existing field data to determine if
they fell within acceptable levels. If large discrepancies were found, the model parameters were
adjusted through an iterative process until acceptable results were obtained. This calibration step was
critical to ensure that the VISSIM models reflected field conditions in the study area and provided
accurate results of the proposed changes.
Once the existing conditions models were calibrated, proposed conditions models were developed
including TSP and bypass lanes southbound at Baseline Rd and northbound between Baseline Rd and
Regent Dr. Table 24 shows the intersection levels of service for each scenario modeled, and Table 25
shows the travel time results of the three scenarios modeled in VISSIM. As shown, TSP alone provides
some travel time savings in the PM peak for both transit and general traffic along Broadway. While
there are no significant transit travel time savings shown in the AM peak, it should be noted that there
are also no negative impacts shown for general traffic. Similarly, the level of service for each
intersection is not negatively impacted for any of the intersections with TSP. The TSP parameters being
recommended are discussed further in the Conceptual Design section of this report.
For the bypass lane scenario, it was noted during field work that the outermost lanes in both the
northbound and southbound direction at Baseline Rd already essentially function as bus-only lanes with
general traffic utilizing the two inner lanes much more frequently. While the model coded with TSP and
bypass lanes did not show significant travel time savings for transit, it also did not show negative
impacts to the general traffic. Given this, it is still recommended to move forward with the bypass lanes
in order to maintain consistent transit travel times in the future as general traffic conditions worsen with
growth. Conceptual design exhibits for these bypass lanes are included as part of Appendix N.
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Table 24. Broadway VISSIM Analysis Intersection Delay Comparison

Table 25. Broadway VISSIM Analysis Travel Time Comparison

Benefits anticipated from bus bulbs were developed based on information provided in the TCRP Report
118. All the improvements that are expected to result in delay reductions for transit along the corridor
are summarized below in Table 26 and Table 27. In the southbound direction, a customer riding the full
study corridor extent would experience about half a minute time savings. In the northbound direction,
they would experience about a third of a minute time savings.
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Table 26. Southbound Broadway Proposed Improvements

Proposed Improvement
TSP1

Benefits
(seconds
of delay)
12

Balsam Avenue Bus Bulb2

4

Baseline Road Bypass Lane1

0

Total Per Trip Savings
Daily Boardings
Potential Daily Person Delay
Reduction3

16
3,650
passengers

Additional Benefits
(qualitative)

Bus service reliability improves
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service
reliability improves
Bus service reliability improves; allows for a consistent
transit travel time into the future as general traffic
conditions on the corridor change with time

16 hours

Notes:
1. Based on VISSIM analysis.
2. Based on Exhibit 4-52 of the Bus Rapid Transit Practitioner’s Guide and Boulder’s Traffic Count Data Interactive Map.
3. Represents the maximum potential person delay reduction, and assumes all riders experience all benefits.

Table 27. Northbound Broadway Proposed Improvements

Proposed Improvement
TSP1
Baseline Road Bypass Lane1
Total Per Trip Savings
Daily Boardings
Potential Daily Person
Delay Reduction2

Benefits
(seconds
of delay)
12
0

12
1,850
passengers

Additional Benefits
(qualitative)
Bus service reliability improves
Bus service reliability improves; allows for a consistent
transit travel time into the future as general traffic
conditions on the corridor change with time

6 hours

Notes:
1. Based on VISSIM analysis.
2. Represents the maximum potential person delay reduction, and assumes all riders experience all benefits.

Federal Blvd Corridor
Recommendations for the Federal Blvd corridor are located in Appendix L on page 239. Many of the
major signalized intersections along the Federal Blvd corridor are recommended for TSP and bypass
lanes. Recommendations also include bus stop relocations, consolidations, and amenity upgrades.
An analysis was performed to determine how much benefit could be obtained from TSP along the
corridor. 120 second cycle lengths and 20 seconds of additional green time for TSP (10 seconds of early
green, and 10 seconds extended green) were used for the analysis. Based on these assumptions, g/c at
each of the TSP intersections would improve by 0.17. TSP was analyzed using these assumptions along
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with Exhibit 4-44 Signalized Intersection Delay (120-Second Cycle and Range of Effective Green) from
TCRP Report 118: Bus Rapid Transit Practitioner’s Guide. Based on TCRP Report 118, control delay
reduction of between 10 – 15 seconds can be expected at each intersection that TSP is applied to. Given
that there are 17 intersections within the corridor where TSP is recommended, and 12 seconds of
control delay reduction per intersection was applied, it can be assumed that the whole corridor could
see control delay reductions of around 204 seconds.
Benefits anticipated as a result of bypass lanes and bus bulbs were developed based on information
provided in the TCRP Report 118. All the improvements that are expected to result in delay reductions
for transit along the corridor are summarized below in Table 28 and Table 29. In both the southbound
and northbound directions, a customer riding the full study corridor extend would experience over four
minutes of time savings.
Table 28. Southbound Federal Proposed Improvements

Proposed Improvement

TSP
26th Avenue Bypass Lane & Queue Jump1
Jewell Avenue Bypass Lane1
Evans Avenue Bypass Lane & Queue Jump1
Consolidated Stops
Total Per Trip Savings
Daily Boardings
Potential Daily Person Delay Reduction2

Benefits
(seconds
of delay)
204
15
15
15
30
279
2,400
passengers
186 hours

Additional Benefits
(qualitative)
Bus service reliability improves
Bus service reliability improves
Bus service reliability improves
Bus service reliability improves
Bus service reliability improves

Notes:
1. Based on data provided on page 4-40 of the Bus Rapid Transit Practitioner’s Guide.
2. Represents the maximum potential person delay reduction, and assumes all riders experience all benefits.
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Table 29. Northbound Federal Proposed Improvements

TSP

Proposed Improvement

Louisiana Avenue Bus Bulb1
Mississippi Avenue Bypass Lane
& Queue Jump2
Alameda Avenue Bypass Lane2

Benefits
(seconds
of delay)
204
6
15

Bus service reliability improves

15

Bus service reliability improves
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service
reliability improves; complements Vision Zero plans at
this location
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service
reliability improves
Bus service reliability improves
Bus service reliability improves

Howard Place Bus Bulb1

8

26th Avenue Bus Bulb1

8

38th Avenue Bypass Lane2
Consolidated Stops
Total Per Trip Savings
Daily Boardings
Potential Daily Person Delay
Reduction3

Additional Benefits
(qualitative)
Bus service reliability improves
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service
reliability improves

15
10
281
3,000
passengers
234 hours

Notes:
1. Based on Exhibit 4-52 of the Bus Rapid Transit Practitioner’s Guide and Synchro volume data provided by Denver.
2. Based on data provided on page 4-40 of the Bus Rapid Transit Practitioner’s Guide.
3. Represents the maximum potential person delay reduction, and assumes all riders experience all benefits.

West Colfax Ave Corridor
Recommendations for the West Colfax Ave corridor are located in Appendix L on page 240 and include
TSP, bypass lanes and queue jumps, a route alignment change, bus stop amenity upgrades, and bus stop
consolidations and relocations.
For the alignment change, it is recommended that the Route 16 deviation to Decatur-Federal Station be
shorted to streamline the routing (Figure 17). Given the existing pedestrian challenges at Federal
Boulevard and W 14th Avenue, this recommendation would require upgraded pedestrian infrastructure
and a potential reconfiguration of the Federal – W Colfax interchange before implementation is feasible.
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Figure 17: Recommended Route 16 Routing

Most of the signalized intersections along the West Colfax Ave corridor are recommended for TSP. 120
second cycle lengths and 20 seconds of additional green time for TSP (10 seconds of early green, and 10
seconds extended green) were used for the analysis between Oak St and Wadsworth Blvd. Based on
these assumptions, g/c at each of the TSP intersections would improve by 0.17. TSP was analyzed using
these assumptions along with Exhibit 4-44 Signalized Intersection Delay (120-Second Cycle and Range of
Effective Green) from TCRP Report 118: Bus Rapid Transit Practitioner’s Guide. Based on TCRP Report
118, control delay reduction of between 10 – 15 seconds can be expected at each intersection that TSP
is applied to. Given that there are six intersections within this section of the corridor where TSP is
recommended and 12 seconds of control delay reduction per intersection was applied, it can be
assumed that this section of the corridor could see control delay reductions of around 72 seconds.
For the corridor segment between Sheridan Blvd and Broadway, 90 second cycle lengths and 20 seconds
of additional green time for TSP (10 seconds of early green, and 10 seconds of extended green) were
used for the analysis. Based on these assumptions, g/c at each of the TSP intersections would improve
by 0.22. TSP was analyzed using these assumptions along with Exhibit 4-43 Signalized Intersection Delay
(90-Second Cycle and Range of Effective Green) from TCRP Report 118: Bus Rapid Transit Practitioner’s
Guide. Based on TCRP Report 118, control delay reduction of between 10 – 15 seconds can be expected
at each intersection that TSP is applied to. Given that there are 17 intersections within this section of
the corridor where TSP is recommended and 12 seconds of control delay reduction per intersection was
applied, it can be assumed that this section of the corridor could see control delay reductions of around
204 seconds. Along the entire corridor it can be assumed that there will be 276 seconds of control delay
reduced with TSP.
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Benefits anticipated as a result of bypass lanes and bus bulbs were developed based on information
provided in the TCRP Report 118. In section of the corridor from Wadsworth Blvd to Sheridan Blvd, the
City of Lakewood is currently considering removing the third eastbound traffic lane and converting it to
widened sidewalks. In this area, it is assumed buses will stop in-line where existing sidewalks are too
narrow for a bus stop and will have pull-out stops where existing sidewalks allow (Appendix P).
All of the improvements that are expected to result in delay reductions for transit along the corridor are
summarized below in Table 30 and Table 31. In the eastbound direction, a customer riding the full study
corridor extent would experience nearly nine minutes of time savings. In the westbound direction, they
would experience over eight minutes of time savings.
Table 30. Eastbound Colfax Proposed Improvements

Proposed Improvement
TSP
Kipling Street Bypass Lane1
Remove Northbound to
Eastbound Free-Right at
Wadsworth Boulevard

Benefits
(seconds
of delay)
276
15

Additional Benefits
(qualitative)
Bus service reliability improves
Bus service reliability improves

N/A

Safety improvement for pedestrians

Teller Street Bypass Lane1

15

Pierce Street Bus Bulb2

6

Harlan Street Bus Bulb2

6

Chase Street Bus Bulb2

6

Sheridan Boulevard Bus Bulb2

6

Mariposa Street Bypass Lane1
Reroute Bus at Decatur Station
Consolidated Stops
Total Per Trip Savings

15
232
140
717
2,350
passengers

Daily Boardings
Potential Daily Person Delay
Reduction3

Bus service reliability improves; safety improvement for
pedestrians by providing adequate sidewalk width
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service
reliability improves; safety improvement for pedestrians
by providing adequate sidewalk width
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service
reliability improves; safety improvement for pedestrians
by providing adequate sidewalk width
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service
reliability improves; safety improvement for pedestrians
by providing adequate sidewalk width
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service
reliability improves
Bus service reliability improves
Bus service reliability improves
Bus service reliability improves

468 hours

Notes:
1. Based on data provided on page 4-40 of the Bus Rapid Transit Practitioner’s Guide.
2. Based on Exhibit 4-52 of the Bus Rapid Transit Practitioner’s Guide and CDOT’s OTIS traffic volumes.
3. Represents the maximum potential person delay reduction, and assumes all riders experience all benefits.
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Table 31. Westbound Colfax Proposed Improvements

TSP

Proposed Improvement

Benefits
(seconds
of delay)
276

Stuart Street Bus Bulb1

6

Sheridan Boulevard Bypass Lane2

15

Fenton Street Bus Bulb1

6

Ingalls Street Bus Bulb1

6

Kipling Street Bypass Lane2
Reroute Bus at Decatur Station
Consolidated Stops
Total Per Trip Savings
Daily Boardings
Potential Daily Person Delay
Reduction3

15
236
130
690
3,250
passengers

Additional Benefits
(qualitative)
Bus service reliability improves
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service
reliability improves
Bus service reliability improves; safety improvement
for pedestrians by providing adequate sidewalk width
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service
reliability improves; safety improvement for
pedestrians by providing adequate sidewalk width
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service
reliability improves; safety improvement for
pedestrians by providing adequate sidewalk width
Bus service reliability improves
Bus service reliability improves
Bus service reliability improves

623 hours

Notes:
1. Based on Exhibit 4-52 of the Bus Rapid Transit Practitioner’s Guide and CDOT’s OTIS traffic volumes.
2. Based on data provided on page 4-40 of the Bus Rapid Transit Practitioner’s Guide.
3. Represents the maximum potential person delay reduction, and assumes all riders experience all benefits.

Downing St Corridor
Recommendations for the Downing St corridor are located in Appendix L on page 241. There is only one
signalized intersection along the Downing St corridor that is recommended for transit signal priority. The
major signalized intersections along Colfax Ave, 17th Ave, and 18th Ave are not recommended for TSP
along Downing St, as it was decided that TSP along those corridors is more critical than along Downing
St.
On the north end of the corridor, there are plans for the one-way portions of Marion St and Downing St
to be converted to two-way. The bus stops shown in this area of the exhibit are assuming this
conversion will take place before any changes are made. Additionally, it is also recommended to
reroute southbound buses in the southern section of the corridor to turn right onto 19th Ave, rather than
18th Ave, then left onto Ogden St to provide bi-directional service along this segment.
To determine how much benefit could be obtained from TSP along the corridor, 90 second cycle lengths
with 20 seconds of additional green time for TSP (10 seconds of early green, and 10 seconds extended
green) were used for the analysis. Based on these assumptions, g/c at each of the TSP intersections
would improve by 0.22. TSP was analyzed using these assumptions along with Exhibit 4-43 Signalized
Intersection Delay (90-Second Cycle and Range of Effective Green) from TCRP Report 118: Bus Rapid
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Transit Practitioner’s Guide. Based on TCRP Report 118, control delay reduction of between 10 – 15
seconds can be expected at each intersection that TSP is applied to. Given that there is one intersection
within the corridor where TSP is recommended and 12 seconds of control delay reduction per
intersection was applied, it can be assumed that the corridor could see control delay reductions of
around 12 seconds.
Benefits anticipated as a result of bypass lanes and bus bulbs were developed based on information
provided in the TCRP Report 118. All of the improvements that are expected to result in delay
reductions for transit along the corridor are summarized in Table 32 and Table 33. In the southbound
direction, a customer riding the full study corridor would experience almost one minute of time savings.
In the northbound direction, they would experience about half a minute of time savings.
Table 32. Northbound Downing Proposed Improvements

Proposed Improvement

TSP
Reroute Bus on North End
Consolidated Stops
Total Per Trip Savings
Daily Boardings

Potential Daily Person Delay
Reduction1

Benefits
(seconds
of delay)
12
Negligible
10
22
592
passengers

Additional Benefits
(qualitative)
Bus service reliability improves
Bus service reliability improves
Bus service reliability improves

4 hours

Notes:
1. Represents the maximum potential person delay reduction, and assumes all riders experience all benefits.

Table 33. Southbound Downing Proposed Improvements

Proposed Improvement

TSP
Reroute Bus onto 19th Avenue1
17th Avenue Bypass Lane & Queue Jump2
Consolidated Stops
Total Per Trip Savings
Daily Boardings
Potential Daily Person Delay Reduction3

Benefits
(seconds
of delay)
12
10
15
10
47
400
passengers
5 hours

Additional Benefits
(qualitative)
Bus service reliability improves
Bus service reliability improves
Bus service reliability improves
Bus service reliability improves

Notes:
1. Based on current delay experienced at 18th Avenue & Downing intersection.
2. Based on data provided on page 4-40 of the Bus Rapid Transit Practitioner’s Guide.
3. Represents the maximum potential person delay reduction, and assumes all riders experience all benefits.
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E 17th and 18th Ave Corridor
Recommendations for the E 17th & 18th Ave corridor are located in Appendix L on page 242. Several
signalized intersections along the 17th & 18th Ave corridor are recommended for TSP, however, the
intersections just east of Broadway on 18th Ave are not recommended for TSP as MetroRide takes
priority in this area. Bypass lanes are also recommended for several locations.
Many of the bus stops along the 17th & 18th Ave corridor are recommended for consolidation. Of the
bus stops recommended for retention, none are classified as major. However, all remaining bus stops
that are not within a bypass lane area are recommended for bus bulbs.
90 second cycle lengths and 20 seconds of additional green time for TSP (10 seconds of early green, and
10 seconds extended green) were used for the TSP benefit analysis along the corridor. Based on these
assumptions, g/c at each of the TSP intersections would improve by 0.22. TSP was analyzed using these
assumptions along with Exhibit 4-43 Signalized Intersection Delay (90-Second Cycle and Range of
Effective Green) from TCRP Report 118: Bus Rapid Transit Practitioner’s Guide. Based on TCRP Report
118, control delay reduction of between 10 – 15 seconds can be expected at each intersection that TSP
is applied to. Given that there are six intersections in the eastbound direction within the corridor where
TSP is recommended and 12 seconds of control delay reduction per intersection was applied, it can be
assumed that the corridor could see control delay reductions of around 72 seconds in the eastbound
direction. In the westbound direction there are three intersections within the corridor where TSP is
recommended. Using 12 seconds of control delay reduction per intersection, it can be assumed that the
corridor could see control delay reductions of around 36 seconds in the westbound direction.
Benefits anticipated as a result of bypass lanes and bus bulbs were developed based on information
provided in the TCRP Report 118. All of the improvements that are expected to result in delay
reductions for transit along the corridor are summarized in Table 34 and Table 35. In the eastbound
direction, a customer riding the full study corridor extend would experience nearly three minutes of
time savings. In the northbound direction, they would experience a nearly two-minute time savings.
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Table 34. Eastbound 17th/18th Avenue Proposed Improvements

TSP

Proposed Improvement

Benefits
(seconds
of delay)
72

Logan Street Bus Bulb1

5

Clarkson Street Bus Bulb1

5

Ogden Street Bus Bulb1

5

Franklin Street Bus Bulb1

6

Williams Street Bus Bulb1

6

York/Josephine Street Bypass Lane2
City Park Esplanade Bypass Lane &
Queue Jump2

15

City Park Esplanade Bus Bulb1

8

Steele Street Bus Bulb1

8

Cook Street Bus Bulb1

8

Garfield Street Bus Bulb & Queue
Jump1

8

Consolidated Stops
Total Per Trip Savings
Daily Boardings
Potential Daily Person Delay
Reduction3

15

10
171
483
passengers

Additional Benefits
(qualitative)
Bus service reliability improves
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service
reliability improves; removal of ingress/egress areas
results in higher overall speeds and improved safety
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service
reliability improves; allows for additional on-street
parking space; removal of ingress/egress areas results in
higher overall speeds and improved safety
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service
reliability improves; removal of ingress/egress areas
results in higher overall speeds and improved safety
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service
reliability improves; removal of ingress/egress areas
results in higher overall speeds and improved safety
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service
reliability improves; removal of ingress/egress areas
results in higher overall speeds and improved safety
Bus service reliability improves
Bus service reliability improves; allows for additional
on-street parking space
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service
reliability improves; removal of ingress/egress areas
results in higher overall speeds and improved safety
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service
reliability improves; removal of ingress/egress areas
results in higher overall speeds and improved safety
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service
reliability improves; removal of ingress/egress areas
results in higher overall speeds and improved safety
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service
reliability improves; removal of ingress/egress areas
results in higher overall speeds and improved safety
Bus service reliability improves

23 hours

Notes:
1. Based on Exhibit 4-52 of the Bus Rapid Transit Practitioner’s Guide and Synchro volume data provided by Denver.
2. Based on data provided on page 4-40 of the Bus Rapid Transit Practitioner’s Guide.
3. Represents the maximum potential person delay reduction, and assumes all riders experience all benefits.
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Table 35. Westbound 17th/18th Avenue Proposed Improvements

Benefits
(seconds
of delay)
36
15

Josephine Street Bus Bulb2

4

High Street Bus Bulb2

5

Franklin Street Bus Bulb2

5

Downing Street Bypass Lane1
Ogden Street Bypass Lane &
Queue Jump1

15

Additional Benefits
(qualitative)
Bus service reliability improves
Bus service reliability improves
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus
service reliability improves; allows for additional onstreet parking space; removal of ingress/egress
areas results in higher overall speeds and improved
safety
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus
service reliability improves; allows for additional onstreet parking space; removal of ingress/egress
areas results in higher overall speeds and improved
safety
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus
service reliability improves; removal of
ingress/egress areas results in higher overall speeds
and improved safety
Bus service reliability improves

15

Bus service reliability improves

Emerson Street Bus Bulb2

4

Washington Street Bus Bulb2

4

Proposed Improvement

TSP
Josephine Street Bypass Lane1

Consolidated Stops
Total Per Trip Savings
Daily Boardings
Potential Daily Person Delay
Reduction3

10
113
405
passengers

Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus
service reliability improves; removal of
ingress/egress areas results in higher overall speeds
and improved safety
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus
service reliability improves; removal of
ingress/egress areas results in higher overall speeds
and improved safety
Bus service reliability improves

13 hours

Notes:
1. Based on data provided on page 4-40 of the Bus Rapid Transit Practitioner’s Guide.
2. Based on Exhibit 4-52 of the Bus Rapid Transit Practitioner’s Guide and Synchro volume data provided by Denver.
3. Represents the maximum potential person delay reduction, and assumes all riders experience all benefits.
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E 12th Ave Corridor
Recommendations for the E 12th Ave corridor are located in Appendix L on page 243. There are a
number of signalized intersections along the E 12th Ave corridor that are recommended for TSP. It is also
recommended to remove some parking along 12th Ave to accommodate an eastbound to northbound
left turn lane at the Logan St intersection. This will allow the bus to continue along its route while left
turning vehicles queue in the left turn lane rather than queuing in the through lane. The intersection of
12th Ave and Colorado Blvd was also reviewed to determine the feasibility of rerouting Route 10 in this
area. At this time it is recommended a follow-up analysis be conducted to see if rerouting the buses to
turn left from northbound Colorado Blvd directly onto westbound 12th Avenue could be done without
causing significant negative impacts to the traffic along Colorado Blvd. This would also include the left
turn movement from Colorado Blvd to Hale Pkwy. Any improvements to this intersection also need to
account for the planned bike improvements to the Colorado Blvd and 12th Ave intersection.
Many of the bus stops along the 12th Ave corridor are recommended to be consolidated. Of the bus
stops recommended to remain, there are none classified as major. However, all remaining bus stops are
recommended for bus bulbs where feasible.
An analysis was performed to determine how much benefit could be obtained from TSP along the
corridor. 90 second cycle lengths and 20 seconds of additional green time due to TSP (10 seconds of
early green, and 10 seconds extended green) were used for the analysis along the corridor. Based on
these assumptions, g/c at each of the TSP intersections would improve by 0.22. TSP was analyzed using
these assumptions along with Exhibit 4-43 Signalized Intersection Delay (90-Second Cycle and Range of
Effective Green) from TCRP Report 118: Bus Rapid Transit Practitioner’s Guide. Based on TCRP Report
118, control delay reduction of between 10 – 15 seconds can be expected at each intersection that TSP
is applied to. Given that there are eight intersections within the corridor where TSP is recommended
and 12 seconds of control delay reduction per intersection was applied, it can be assumed that the
corridor could see control delay reductions of around 96 seconds.
Benefits anticipated as a result of bypass lanes and bus bulbs were developed based on information
provided in the TCRP Report 118. All of the improvements that are expected to result in delay
reductions for transit along the corridor are summarized below in Table 36 and Table 37. In the
eastbound and westbound directions, a customer riding the full study corridor extent would experience
a two-and-a-half-minute time savings. As shown, the bus bulbs recommended along 12th Avenue do not
show significant travel time savings to buses. However, bus bulbs are still recommended in this area
due to the qualitative benefits noted in the tables.
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TSP

Proposed
Improvement

Table 36. Eastbound 12th Avenue Proposed Improvements

Benefits
(seconds of delay)
96

Grant Street Bus Bulb1

2

Install Eastbound to
Northbound Left Turn
Lane at Logan Street2

9

Washington Street Bus
Bulb1

2

Corona Street Bus Bulb1

1

Humboldt Street Bus
Bulb1

1

Cheesman Park Bus
Bulb1

1

Race Street Bus Bulb1

1

York Street Bus Bulb1

1

Elizabeth Street Bus
Bulb1

1

Fillmore Street Bus
Bulb1

1

Adams Street Bus Bulb1

1

Madison Street Bus
Bulb1

1

Harrison Street Bus
Bulb1

1

Additional Benefits
(qualitative)
Bus service reliability improves
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service reliability
improves; removal of ingress/egress areas results in higher
overall speeds and improved safety
Bus service reliability improves
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service reliability
improves; removal of ingress/egress areas results in higher
overall speeds and improved safety
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service reliability
improves; removal of ingress/egress areas results in higher
overall speeds and improved safety
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service reliability
improves; removal of ingress/egress areas results in higher
overall speeds and improved safety
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service reliability
improves; removal of ingress/egress areas results in higher
overall speeds and improved safety
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service reliability
improves; removal of ingress/egress areas results in higher
overall speeds and improved safety
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service reliability
improves; removal of ingress/egress areas results in higher
overall speeds and improved safety
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service reliability
improves; removal of ingress/egress areas results in higher
overall speeds and improved safety
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service reliability
improves; removal of ingress/egress areas results in higher
overall speeds and improved safety
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service reliability
improves; removal of ingress/egress areas results in higher
overall speeds and improved safety
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service reliability
improves; removal of ingress/egress areas results in higher
overall speeds and improved safety
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service reliability
improves; removal of ingress/egress areas results in higher
overall speeds and improved safety
Bus service reliability improves

Consolidated Stops
20
Total Per Trip Savings
139
Daily Boardings
345 passengers
Potential Daily Person
13 hours
Delay Reduction3
Notes:
1. Based on Exhibit 4-52 of the Bus Rapid Transit Practitioner’s Guide and Synchro volume data provided by Denver.
2. Based on half of the delay experienced eastbound at Logan Street under current conditions.
3. Represents the maximum potential person delay reduction, and assumes all riders experience all benefits.
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Table 37. Westbound 12th Avenue Proposed Improvements

Proposed
Improvement
TSP

Benefits
(seconds
of delay)
96

Madison Street
Bus Bulb1

1

Steele Street
Bus Bulb1

1

Fillmore Street
Bus Bulb1

1

Elizabeth Street
Bus Bulb1

1

Josephine Street
Bus Bulb1

1

Race Street Bus
Bulb1

1

Humboldt
Street Bus Bulb1

1

Downing Street
Bus Bulb1

1

Washington
Street Bus Bulb1

1

Grant Street Bus
Bulb1

1

Consolidated
Stops
Total Per Trip
Savings
Daily Boardings
Potential Daily
Person Delay
Reduction2

40

Additional Benefits
(qualitative)
Bus service reliability improves
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service reliability
improves; removal of ingress/egress areas results in higher overall
speeds and improved safety
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service reliability
improves; removal of ingress/egress areas results in higher overall
speeds and improved safety
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service reliability
improves; removal of ingress/egress areas results in higher overall
speeds and improved safety
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service reliability
improves; removal of ingress/egress areas results in higher overall
speeds and improved safety
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service reliability
improves; removal of ingress/egress areas results in higher overall
speeds and improved safety
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service reliability
improves; removal of ingress/egress areas results in higher overall
speeds and improved safety
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service reliability
improves; removal of ingress/egress areas results in higher overall
speeds and improved safety
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service reliability
improves; removal of ingress/egress areas results in higher overall
speeds and improved safety
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service reliability
improves; removal of ingress/egress areas results in higher overall
speeds and improved safety
Shortened pedestrian crossing distances; bus service reliability
improves; allows for additional on-street parking spaces; removal of
ingress/egress areas results in higher overall speeds and improved
safety
Bus service reliability improves

146
896
passengers
36 hours

Notes:
1. Based on Exhibit 4-52 of the Bus Rapid Transit Practitioner’s Guide and Synchro volume data provided by Denver.
2. Represents the maximum potential person delay reduction, and assumes all riders experience all benefits.
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Conceptual Design and Engineering
The following section provides more detailed information for each of the recommended improvement
categories, with schematic drawings located in Appendices N – P. Conceptual level costs for each
corridor are also included.

Transit Signal Priority
It is recommended to use the same cellular TSP technology RTD is already installing along US-36 and
East Colfax Ave for any TSP intersections that are implemented as a result of this study. This technology
utilizes the INIT GPS-based CAD/AVL system that RTD has on its buses to request TSP and an installed
cellular modem in the traffic signal controller cabinet to receive the TSP call from the transit vehicles.
The system utilizes cellular technology to communicate with the traffic signal controller to initiate TSP
once the transit vehicle enters a geocoded check-in area. When the cellular modem within the cabinet
receives a call, a contact closure is used to route the TSP request to the traffic signal controller. After the
transit vehicle clears the intersection, based on both a geocoded check-out location and a timeout
feature as a back-up measure, TSP is deactivated and the intersection returns to normal operations.
For implementation of TSP, it is important to understand the maximum time that traffic signal timing
may be modified to serve early green or green extension events initiated by an approaching transit
vehicle. The following tables summarize an initial review of the existing signal timing parameters, the
possible reduction in green time for conflicting phases (assuming pedestrian times must be met), and a
recommended reduction in green time for conflicting phases. More detailed summaries of the signal
timing reviewed are provided in Appendix M. Upon implementation, the TSP parameters will need to be
reviewed in more detail for each specific intersection to determine exactly what the cities are
comfortable implementing. It should be noted that TSP is still being shown as recommended, even at
some locations where it is not currently possible given the existing signal timing parameters. This is
done intentionally to note that transit would benefit from TSP at these intersections so that it is
considered during any future signal re-timing efforts along these corridors. It should also be noted that
TSP parameters shown within this report are recommendations, but further discussion with agencies is
required in order to refine exact parameters to be implemented in the field. Additionally, savings from
TSP is minimal on fixed time intersections; therefore, the benefit of TSP investment at these locations
should be further evaluated.
No tables are provided for the Havana St corridor since it is known that Aurora will be retiming the
corridor in the near future and signal timing is expected to change significantly. A detailed review of
Havana St signal timing parameters would need to be performed prior to implementation along that
corridor.
For the Broadway corridor, TSP was initially discussed at the Walnut St and Pearl St intersections, in
addition to those included in Table 38. After discussions with Boulder staff it was determined that the
delay being experienced in this area is actually a result of the back-ups caused by the Canyon Blvd
intersection. As such, TSP at the Walnut St and Pearl St intersections is expected to result in insignificant
benefits, so these two intersections were removed from the TSP recommendations. Additionally,
Canyon Blvd is included as recommended for TSP, but it is recommended to implement TSP for the
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westbound to southbound transit vehicles rather than the vehicles traveling along Broadway. This
movement is known to experience significant delays for transit vehicles and is the higher priority for
transit at this intersection.
Table 38. Shift in Broadway Green Signal Phase

AM Peak
Intersection

TSP Direction

Baseline

NB/SB

20th

NB/SB

University

NB/SB

Arapahoe

NB/SB

Canyon

WB/WB Left
Turn3

PM Peak

Phase

Possible

TSP

Possible

TSP

1 – NB Left Turn
4 – WB Baseline
5 – SB Left Turn
8 – EB Baseline
4 – WB 20th
5 – SB Left Turn
8 – EB 20th
1 – NB Left Turn
4 – WB University
5 – SB Left Turn
7 – WB Left Turn
8 – EB University
1 – NB Left Turn
3 – EB Left Turn
4 – WB Arapahoe
5 – SB Left Turn
7 – WB Left Turn
8 – EB Arapahoe
1 – NB Left Turn
3 – EB Left Turn
4 – WB Canyon
5 – SB Left Turn
7 – WB Left Turn
8 – EB Canyon

15
5.8
15
0.8
0.7
11
0.7
7
12
7
9
0
7
6
0.8
9
6
0.8
9
7
4.4
10
8
4.4

01
02
01
0
0
5
0
5
5
5
5
0
5
5
0
5
5
0
5
5
0
5
0
4

17
5.8
27
0.8
3.7
15
3.7
9
20
7
17
0
6
7
8.8
7
7
8.8
9
7
10.4
15
11
6.4

01
02
01
0
3
5
3
5
5
5
5
0
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
0
5
0
5

Notes:
1. Based on discussions with Boulder staff, TSP was expected to be difficult to implement for any left turn movements along the Broadway
corridor as left turn splits are already short. During the VISSIM analysis it was determined that any shortening of the left turn splits at
Baseline Rd would result in significant negative impacts to traffic operations. Thus, it is recommended to not reduce left turn splits with TSP
at this intersection.
2. While there is five seconds of green time available for TSP for the westbound movements at Baseline Rd, the longer pedestrian split time
for the eastbound movement precludes any TSP from being implemented in the westbound direction.
3. Based on discussions with Boulder and RTD staff, TSP is recommended for the westbound and westbound left turn movements in order to
improve transit operations for buses making the westbound left turn movement rather than the buses traveling along Broadway. These
buses are the higher priority for transit at this intersection.
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For the Federal Blvd corridor, TSP is recommended at 17 intersections. Recommendations for TSP
parameters are shown in Table 39.
Table 39. Shift in Federal Boulevard Green Signal Phase

AM Peak

Intersection

TSP Direction

38th Avenue

NB/SB

32nd Avenue

NB/SB

Speer

NB/SB

29th Avenue

NB/SB

10th Avenue

NB/SB

8th Avenue

NB/SB

US-6 WB Ramp

NB/SB

US-6 EB Ramp

NB/SB

5th Avenue

NB/SB

2nd Avenue

NB/SB

1st Avenue

NB/SB

Alameda

NB/SB

West Virginia

NB/SB

Phase
1 – NB Left Turn
3 – EB Left Turn
4 – WB 38th
5 – SB Left Turn
7 – WB Left Turn
8 – EB 38th
4 – EB/WB 32nd
1 – NB Left Turn
4 – WB Speer
5 – SB Left Turn
8 – EB Speer
1 – NB Left Turn
4 – WB 29th
5 – SB Left Turn
7 – WB Left Turn
8 – EB 29th
4 – EB/WB 10th
3 – EB Left Turn
4 – WB 8th
5 – SB Left Turn
7 – WB Left Turn
8 – EB 8th
1 – NB Left Turn
4 – WB US-6 Off
4 – EBL
4 – WB 5th
5 – SB Left Turn
8 – EB Driveway
4 – WB Left Turn
5 – SB Left Turn
1 – NB Left Turn
4 – EB Left Turn
8 – Ped Path
1 – NB Left Turn
3 – EB Left Turn
4 – WB Alameda
5 – SB Left Turn
7 – WB Left Turn
8 – EB Alameda
4 – EB/WB Virginia

PM Peak

Possible TSP Possible TSP
5
5
0
11
5
0
6
5
3
8
3
5
1
5
0
1
20
14
0
11
5
9
27
2
7
0
14
0
0
7
9
36
1
10
9
4
10
9
4
0

5
5
0
10
5
0
6
5
3
8
3
5
0
5
0
0
10
10
0
10
5
9
10
2
7
0
10
0
0
7
9
10
0
10
9
4
10
9
4
0

13
7
7
7
14
0
3
4
15
5
15
5
21
5
11
4
6
8
5
5
13
0
20
5
5
0
14
0
0
5
9
35
0
9
8
4
9
10
4
0

10
7
7
7
10
0
3
4
10
5
10
5
10
5
10
4
6
8
5
5
10
0
10
5
5
0
14
0
0
5
9
35
0
9
8
4
9
10
4
0
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AM Peak
Intersection

TSP Direction

Phase

Exposition

NB/SB

Mississippi

NB/SB

Jewell

NB/SB

Evans

NB/SB

4 – EB/WB Exposition
4 – WB Mississippi
5 – SB Left Turn
7 – WB Left Turn
8 – EB Mississippi
1 – NB Left Turn
3 – EB Left Turn
4 – WB Jewell
8 – EB Jewell
1 – NB Left Turn
3 – EB Left Turn
4 – WB Evans
5 – SB Left Turn
7 – WB Left Turn
8 – EB Evans

PM Peak

Possible TSP Possible TSP
0
17
11
10
1
6
11
0
17
6
9
2
10
11
0

0
10
10
10
0
6
10
0
10
6
9
2
10
10
0

0
25
12
19
0
12
9
5
20
7
5
13
10
18
0

0
10
10
10
0
10
9
5
20
7
5
10
10
10
0

For the West Colfax corridor, TSP is recommended at 23 intersections. Recommendations for TSP
parameters are shown in Table 40. Additional congestion along Kipling St and Wadsworth Blvd are
concerns for implementing TSP along West Colfax. To mitigate these concerns, it is recommended to
install queue detection along the perpendicular corridors to only allow TSP along West Colfax when the
northbound/southbound queues at these intersections do not extend beyond a predetermined
distance. Further analysis will be required upon implementation to understand where this queue
detection should be placed.
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Table 40. Shift in West Colfax Avenue Green Signal Phase

AM Peak

Intersection

TSP Direction

Nelson

EB/WB

Miller

EB/WB

Kipling

EB/WB

Garrison

EB/WB

Carr

EB/WB

Wadsworth

EB/WB

Sheridan

EB/WB

Wolff

EB/WB

Tennyson

EB/WB

Raleigh

EB/WB

Federal Blvd Ramp

EB/WB

Phase
1 - NB Left Turn
2 - SB/NB Nelson
3 - EB Left Turn
7 - WB Left Turn
2 - SB Miller
6 - NB Miller
1 - NB Left Turn
2 - SB Kipling
3 - EB Left Turn
5 - SB Left Turn
6 - NB Kipling
7 - WB Left Turn
1 - NB Left Turn
2 - SB Garrison
6 - NB Garrison
7 - WB Left Turn
1 - NB Left Turn
2 - SB Carr
3 - EB Left Turn
5 - SB Left Turn
6 - NB Carr
7 - WB Left Turn
1 - NB Left Turn
2 - SB Kipling
3 - EB Left Turn
5 - SB Left Turn
6 - NB Kipling
7 - WB Left Turn
1 - NB Left Turn
2 - SB Sheridan
3 - EB Left Turn
5 - SB Left Turn
6 - NB Sheridan
7 - WB Left Turn
4 - NB Wolff
8 - SB Wolff
4 - NB Tennyson
8 - SB Tennyson
4 - NB Raleigh
8 - SB Raleigh
1 - EB Left Turn
4 - NB I-25 Off

PM Peak

Possible TSP Possible TSP
0
0
9.9
9.7
0
0
11.9
40.6
10.3
12.5
37.6
10.5
16.7
0
19
17
11.8
0
12
11.6
0
11.9
10
30.8
18.2
9.9
30.8
15.2
6
10
6
8
8
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0

0
0
9
9
0
0
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
0
10
10
10
0
10
10
0
10
10
10
10
9
10
10
6
10
6
8
8
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0

0
0
11.9
11.7
3.3
1.3
12.9
35.6
12.3
11.5
34.6
14.5
18.7
0
19
15
11.8
0
12
11.6
0
11.9
10
25.8
21.2
9.9
25.8
18.2
5
10
7
5
10
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0

0
0
10
10
3
1
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
0
10
10
10
0
10
10
0
10
10
10
10
9
10
10
5
10
7
5
10
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
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AM Peak
Intersection

TSP Direction

I-25 SB Ramps
I-25 NB Ramps
Lipan

EB/WB
EB/WB
EB/WB

Kalamath St / Santa Fe

EB/WB

Speer SB/NB

EB/WB

Welton / Galapago

EB/WB

Glenarm / Fox

EB/WB

Tremont / Delaware

EB/WB

Cherokee

EB/WB

Bannock

EB/WB

15th

EB/WB

Phase

PM Peak

Possible TSP Possible TSP

8 - SB Elliott
2 - SB Left Turn
2 - NB Left Turn
4 - NB Left Turn
1 - EB Left Turn
4 - NB Sante Fe
5 - WB Left Turn
8 - SB Kalamath
3 - Hold
4 - NB Speer
5 - Hold
8 - SB Speer
3 - NB Galapago
4 - Ped
4 - SB Glenarm
8 - NB Fox
4 - SB Tremont
8 - SB Left Turn
4 - NB Cherokee
4 - Ped
8 - SB 14th St
1 - EB Left Turn
4 - Ped

6
19
29
0
8
0
4
0
1
0
2
0
29
0
2
2
2
N/A
0
0
16
6
0

6
10
10
0
8
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
2
2
2
0
0
0
10
6
0

5
21
21
0
8
0
8
0
1
0
1
0
33
3
2
2
14
3
0
0
16
6
0

5
10
10
0
8
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
2
2
10
3
0
0
10
6
0

For the Downing corridor, TSP is recommended at one intersection. Recommendations for TSP
parameters are shown in Table 41.
Table 41. Shift in Downing Street Green Signal Phase

AM Peak

Intersection TSP Direction
MLK

NB/SB

Phase
4 – WB MLK

PM Peak

Possible TSP Possible TSP
17

10

12

10
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For the 17th & 18th corridor, TSP is recommended at nine intersections. Recommendations for TSP
parameters are shown in Table 42.
Table 42. Shift in 17th and 18th Avenue Green Signal Phase

AM Peak

Intersection

TSP Direction

Phase

17 & Sherman
17th & Washington
17th & Clarkson

EB
EB
EB

18th & Park/Ogden

WB

17th & Downing
18th & Downing

EB
WB

18th & York/Josephine

WB

17th & York

EB

17th & Esplanade

EB

2 – NB/SB Sherman
4 – SB Washington
4 – NB Clarkson
2 – SE Park
3 – SB Ogden
6 – NW Park
4 – NB Downing
4 – NB/SB Downing
1 – NB Left Turn
2 – SB York
6 – NB Josephine
8 – Ped
16 – NB Josephine
2 – SB York
4 – NB Esplanade
8 – SB Esplanade
9 – Ped Phase
10 – Ped Phase

th

PM Peak

Possible TSP Possible TSP
18
2
2
4
0
4
14
19
11
17
7
0
22
33
16
16
0
0

10
0
0
4
0
4
10
10
10
10
7
0
10
10
10
10
0
0

11
10
14
7
0
N/A
17
22
11
17
7
0
22
16
14
14
0
0

10
10
10
7
0
0
10
10
10
10
7
0
10
10
10
10
0
0

For the 12th Avenue corridor, TSP is recommended at eight intersections. Recommendations for TSP
parameters are shown in Table 43. Another option for TSP along 12th Avenue would be utilizing a
passive approach by retiming the corridor with a green wave for buses and bikes. It is recommended
that consideration be given to this the next time 12th Avenue signal retiming occurs.
Table 43: Shift in 12th Avenue Green Signal Phase

AM Peak

Intersection TSP Direction
Grant
Logan
Washington
Clarkson
Corona
Downing
York
Josephine

EB/WB
EB/WB
EB/WB
EB/WB
EB/WB
EB/WB
EB/WB
EB/WB

Phase
2 – SB Grant
2 – NB Logan
2 – SB Washington
2 – NB Clarkson
2 – SB Corona
2 – NB Downing
2 – SB York
2 – NB Josephine

PM Peak

Possible TSP Possible TSP
34
34
27
34
34
37
43
43

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

34
34
34
34
34
37
42
42

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
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Bypass Lanes and Queue Jumps
Bypass lanes and queue jumps were reviewed in detail and conceptual design exhibits are provided
within Appendix N for each location where these improvements were deemed feasible.

Bus Bulbs (curb extensions) or Bus Islands
Bus bulbs (curb extensions) and bus islands were reviewed in detail and conceptual design exhibits are
provided for each recommended location within Appendix O. Bus islands were only utilized in specific
locations where in-line stops are desired along roadways with existing bike lanes.

Consolidated Stops
Bus stop spacing and placement was reviewed for each corridor, taking into account ridership levels and
delay at stops, distances between stops, surrounding land uses, pedestrian infrastructure and safe
crossings, transfer opportunities, and TSP recommendations (far-side stops required). A detailed
explanation of the methodology used to determine stop removals or relocations is located in Appendix J,
and all recommended removals or relocations are located in Appendix K.

Operational Improvement Costs
Based on the conceptual designs developed, conceptual level cost estimates were developed for all the
operational improvements recommended. Cost estimates will be further evaluated as designs are
refined for implementation. The following basic costing assumptions were used in developing the cost
estimates 6:
Table 44. Operational Improvement Costing Assumptions

Improvement
Transit Signal Priority
Queue Detection
Queue Jump
Bypass Lane, signage only
Bypass Lane, minor striping only
Bypass Lane, major striping only
Bypass Lane, curb adjustment
Bus Bulb/Island
Relocation of bus stop signage
Relocation of bus shelter
Relocation of Bench
Removal of bus stop signage
Removal of bus shelter
Removal of Bench

Cost (per location)

$1,000
$10,000
$10,000
$2,500
$30,000 per block
$50,000 per block
$300,000 per block
$60,000 (add $20,000 if existing storm inlets present)
$400
$12,000
$150
$200
$5,500
$230

The following tables breakdown the cost estimates per corridor, by direction. The tables also include
information on daily, annual, and 20-year lifecycle costs per hour of transit person delay benefit. The
6

Costs provided by RTD
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transit person delay benefit used in this analysis was discussed previously in the Recommendations
section.
Table 45. Southbound Havana Proposed Improvement Costs

Proposed
Improvement

Cost Estimate

Cost per Hour of Transit
Person Delay Benefit
20 Year
Daily
Annual Lifecycle

TSP1

$4,000

$99

$0.39

$0.02

Colfax Avenue
Bypass Lane

$50,000

$7,931

$31.10

$1.56

6th Avenue
Bus Bulb

$80,000

$19,035

$74.65

$3.73

$7,310

$870

$3.41

$0.17

$2,862

$11.22

$0.56

Consolidated
Stops
Subtotal
Contingency
(20%)
Total

$141,310
$28,262
$169,572

Notes:
1. TSP costs have been split equally between two directions that will benefit.

Trade-offs
Minor increases to
vehicular travel times on
side streets
22 parking spaces
removed
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times;
reduction in driveway
width
Minor increases to walk
distances
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Table 46. Northbound Havana Proposed Improvement Costs

Proposed
Improvement
TSP1
Mississippi
Avenue Bypass
Lane
Alameda
Avenue Bus Bulb
6th Avenue
Bypass Lane &
Queue Jump
Colfax Avenue
Bypass Lane &
Queue Jump
Consolidated
Stops
Subtotal
Contingency
(20%)
Total

Cost
Estimate

Cost per Hour of Transit
Person Delay Benefit
20 Year
Daily
Annual Lifecycle

Trade-offs
Minor increases to vehicular
travel times on side streets

$4,000

$95

$0.37

$0.02

$2,500

$379

$1.49

$0.07

$60,000

$17,067

$66.93

$3.35

Minor increases to general
traffic travel times

$40,000

$6,068

$23.80

$1.19

Minor increases to vehicular
travel times

$40,000

$6,068

$23.80

$1.19

Minor increases to vehicular
travel times

$18,330

$4,171

$16.36

$0.82

Minor increases to walk
distances

$2,831

$11.10

$0.56

$164,830
$32,966
$197,796

Notes:
1. TSP costs have been split equally between two directions that will benefit.
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Table 47. Southbound Broadway Proposed Improvement Costs

Proposed
Improvement

Cost
Estimate

Cost per Hour of Transit
Person Delay Benefit
20 Year
Daily
Annual
Lifecycle

TSP1

$2,000

$164

$0.64

$0.03

Balsam Avenue
Bus Bulb

$60,000

$14,795

$58.02

$2.90

Baseline Road
Bypass Lane

$170,000

N/A

N/A

N/A

$12,830

$633

$2.48

$0.12

$8,049

$31.57

$1.58

Consolidated
Stops
Subtotal
Contingency
(20%)
Total

$244,830

Trade-offs
Minor increases to vehicular
travel times on side streets
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times
Minor increases to vehicular
travel times possible due to
reduction in thru lane
northbound at Baseline Road
Minor increases to walk
distances

$48,966
$293,796

Notes:
1. TSP costs have been split equally between two directions that will benefit.

Table 48. Northbound Broadway Proposed Improvement Costs

Proposed
Improvement

Cost
Estimate

Cost per Hour of Transit
Person Delay Benefit
20 Year
Daily
Annual
Lifecycle

TSP1

$2,000

$324

$1.27

$0.06

Baseline Road &
Regent Drive
Bypass Lane

$30,000

N/A

N/A

N/A

$25,780

$5,017

$19.67

$0.98

$6,133

$24.05

$1.20

Consolidated
Stops
Subtotal
Contingency
(20%)
Total

$57,780

Trade-offs
Minor increases to vehicular
travel times on side streets
Minor increases to vehicular
travel times possible due to
reduction in thru lane
southbound at Baseline Road
Minor increases to walk
distances

$11,556
$69,336

Notes:
1. TSP costs have been split equally between two directions that will benefit.
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Table 49. Southbound Federal Proposed Improvement Costs

Proposed
Improvement
TSP1
26th Avenue
Bypass Lane &
Queue Jump1
Jewell Avenue
Bypass Lane1
Evans Avenue
Bypass Lane &
Queue Jump1
Consolidated
Stops
Subtotal
Contingency
(20%)
Total

Cost
Estimate

Cost per Hour of Transit
Person Delay Benefit
20 Year
Daily
Annual
Lifecycle

$8,500

$63

$0.25

$0.01

$10,000

$1,000

$3.92

$0.20

$100,000

$10,000

$39.22

$1.96

$110,000

$11,000

$43.14

$2.16

$15,560

$778

$3.05

$0.15

$1,575

$6.17

$0.31

$244,060

Trade-offs
Minor increases to vehicular
travel times on side streets
Minor increases to vehicular
travel times

Minor increases to vehicular
travel times; removal of dual
left turn lane southbound at
Evans
Minor increases to walk
distances

$48,812
$292,872

Notes:
1. TSP costs have been split equally between two directions that will benefit.
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Table 50. Northbound Federal Proposed Improvement Costs

Proposed
Improvement
TSP1
Louisiana
Avenue Bus Bulb
Mississippi
Avenue Bypass
Lane & Queue
Jump
Alameda Avenue
Bypass Lane
Howard Place
Bus Bulb
26th Avenue Bus
Bulb
38th Avenue
Bypass Lane
Consolidated
Stops
Subtotal
Contingency
(20%)
Total

Cost
Estimate

Cost per Hour of Transit
Person Delay Benefit
20 Year
Daily
Annual
Lifecycle

$8,500

$50

$0.20

$0.01

$60,000

$12,000

$47.06

$2.35

$310,000

$24,800

$97.25

$4.86

$30,000

$2,400

$9.41

$0.47

$160,000

$24,000

$94.12

$4.71

$80,000

$12,000

$47.06

$2.35

$460,000

$36,800

$144.31

$7.22

$56,700

$6,804

$26.68

$1.33

$5,971

$23.42

$1.17

$1,165,200

Trade-offs
Minor increases to vehicular
travel times on side streets
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times
Minor increases to vehicular
travel times
Increase to vehicular travel
times due to reduction to two
thru lanes northbound at
Alameda
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times
Removal of one accessible
parking space
Minor increases to walk
distances

$233,040
$1,398,240

Notes:
1. TSP costs have been split equally between two directions that will benefit.
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Table 51. Eastbound Colfax Proposed Improvement Costs - Lakewood

Cost
Estimate

Cost per Hour of Transit
Person Delay Benefit
20 Year
Daily
Annual
Lifecycle

TSP1, 2

$13,000

$69

$0.27

$0.01

Kipling Street
Bypass Lane

$30,000

$3,064

$12.02

$0.60

Remove
Northbound to
Eastbound FreeRight at
Wadsworth
Boulevard

$60,000

N/A

N/A

N/A

Teller Street
Bypass Lane

$30,000

$3,064

$12.02

$0.60

N/A3

N/A3

N/A3

N/A3

N/A3

N/A3

N/A3

N/A3

N/A3

N/A3

N/A3

N/A3

$38,800

$2,972

$11.65

$0.58

$887

$3.48

$0.17

Proposed
Improvement

Pierce Street Bus
Bulb
Harlan Street
Bus Bulb
Chase Street Bus
Bulb
Consolidated
Stops
Subtotal
Contingency
(20%)
Total

$171,800

Trade-offs
Minor increases to vehicular
travel times on side streets
Increase to vehicular travel
times due to reduction to two
thru lanes eastbound at
Kipling
Minor increases to vehicular
travel times
Increase to vehicular travel
times due to reduction to two
thru lanes eastbound at Teller
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times
Minor increases to walk
distances

$34,360
$206,160

Notes:
1. TSP costs have been split equally between two directions that will benefit.
2. TSP costs include $10,000 anticipated at Kipling and at Wadsworth for queue detection installation.
3. Bus bulbs anticipated to be constructed by others as part of the Teller Street to Wadsworth Boulevard lane reduction project.
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Table 52. Eastbound Colfax Proposed Improvement Costs - Denver

Proposed
Improvement
TSP1
Sheridan
Boulevard Bus
Bulb
Mariposa Street
Bypass Lane &
Queue Jump
Reroute Bus at
Decatur Station
Consolidated
Stops
Subtotal
Contingency
(20%)
Total

Cost
Estimate

Cost per Hour of Transit
Person Delay Benefit
20 Year
Daily
Annual
Lifecycle

Trade-offs
Minor increases to vehicular
travel times on side streets

$8,500

$47

$0.19

$0.01

$80,000

$20,426

$80.10

$4.01

Minor increases to general
traffic travel times

$30,000

$3,064

$12.02

$0.60

Minor increases to vehicular
travel times

Negligible
$24,630

Negligible Negligible Negligible
$314

$1.23

$0.06

$405

$1.59

$0.08

$143,130

Minor increases to walk
distances

$28,626
$171,756

Notes:
1. TSP costs have been split equally between two directions that will benefit.

Table 53. Westbound Colfax Proposed Improvement Costs - Lakewood

Proposed
Improvement
TSP1, 2
Fenton Street
Bus Bulb
Ingalls Street Bus
Bulb
Kipling Street
Bypass Lane
Consolidated
Stops
Subtotal
Contingency
(20%)
Total

Cost
Estimate

Cost per Hour of Transit
Person Delay Benefit
20 Year
Daily
Annual
Lifecycle

$13,000

$50

$0.20

$0.01

N/A3

N/A3

N/A3

N/A3

N/A3

N/A3

N/A3

N/A3

$30,000

$2,215

$8.69

$0.43

$21,740

$602

$2.36

$0.12

$242

$0.95

$0.05

$64,740

Trade-offs
Minor increases to vehicular
travel times on side streets
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times
Increase to vehicular travel
times due to reduction to two
thru lanes westbound at
Kipling
Minor increases to walk
distances

$12,948
$77,688

Notes:
1. TSP costs have been split equally between two directions that will benefit.
2. TSP costs include $10,000 anticipated at Kipling and at Wadsworth for queue detection installation.
3. Bus bulbs anticipated to be constructed by others as part of the Teller Street to Wadsworth Boulevard lane reduction project.
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Table 54. Westbound Colfax Proposed Improvement Costs - Denver

Proposed
Improvement
TSP1
Stuart Street Bus
Bulb
Sheridan
Boulevard
Bypass Lane
Reroute Bus at
Decatur Station
Consolidated
Stops
Subtotal
Contingency
(20%)
Total

Cost
Estimate

Cost per Hour of Transit
Person Delay Benefit
20 Year
Daily
Annual
Lifecycle

$8,500

$34

$0.13

$0.01

N/A2

N/A2

N/A2

N/A2

$23,000

$82

$0.32

$0.02

Negligible
$8,340

Trade-offs
Minor increases to vehicular
travel times on side streets
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times
Increase to vehicular travel
times due to reduction to
two thru lanes westbound at
Sheridan

Negligible Negligible Negligible
$103

$0.40

$0.02

$85

$0.33

$0.02

$39,840

Minor increases to walk
distances

$7,968
$47,808

Notes:
1. TSP costs have been split equally between two directions that will benefit.
2. Bus bulb anticipated to be constructed by others.

Table 55. Northbound Downing Proposed Improvement Costs

Proposed
Improvement
TSP1
Reroute Bus on
North End
Consolidated
Stops
Subtotal
Contingency
(20%)
Total

Cost
Estimate
$500
Negligible
$32,230

Cost per Hour of Transit
Person Delay Benefit
20 Year
Daily
Annual
Lifecycle
$253

$0.99

$0.05

Trade-offs
Minor increases to vehicular
travel times on side streets

Negligible Negligible Negligible
$19,599

$76.86

$3.84

$10,856

$42.57

$2.13

$32,730

Minor increases to walk
distances

$6,546
$39,276

Notes:
1. TSP costs have been split equally between two directions that will benefit.
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Table 56. Southbound Downing Proposed Improvement Costs

Proposed
Improvement
TSP1
Reroute Bus
onto 19th
Avenue1
17th Avenue
Bypass Lane &
Queue Jump2
Consolidated
Stops
Subtotal
Contingency
(20%)
Total

Cost
Estimate
$500
Negligible

Cost per Hour of Transit
Person Delay Benefit
20 Year
Daily
Annual
Lifecycle
$375

$1.47

$0.07

Negligible Negligible Negligible

$30,000

$18,000

$70.59

$3.53

$6,530

$5,877

$23.05

$1.15

$8,509

$33.37

$1.67

$37,030
$7,406
$44,436

Trade-offs
Minor increases to vehicular
travel times on side streets

Notes:
1. TSP costs have been split equally between two directions that will benefit.

Minor increases to vehicular
travel times; 4 parking spaces
removed
Minor increases to walk
distances
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Table 57. Eastbound 17th/18th Avenue Proposed Improvement Costs

Proposed
Improvement
TSP
Logan Street Bus
Bulb
Clarkson Street
Bus Bulb
Ogden Street
Bus Bulb
Franklin Street
Bus Bulb
Williams Street
Bus Bulb
York/Josephine
Street Bypass
Lane
City Park
Esplanade
Bypass Lane &
Queue Jump
City Park
Esplanade Bus
Bulb
Steele Street Bus
Bulb
Cook Street Bus
Bulb
Garfield Street
Bus Bulb &
Queue Jump
Consolidated
Stops
Subtotal
Contingency
(20%)
Total

Cost
Estimate
$6,000

Cost per Hour of Transit
Person Delay Benefit
20 Year
Daily
Annual
Lifecycle
$621
$2.44
$0.12

Trade-offs
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times

$80,000

$119,255

$467.67

$23.38

$80,000

$119,255

$467.67

$23.38

$60,000

$89,441

$350.75

$17.54

$80,000

$99,379

$389.72

$19.49

$80,000

$99,379

$389.72

$19.49

$50,000

$24,845

$97.43

$4.87

37 parking spaces removed

$10,000

$4,969

$19.49

$0.97

Minor increases to vehicular
travel times

$60,000

$55,901

$219.22

$10.96

Minor increases to general
traffic travel times

$60,000

$55,901

$219.22

$10.96

$80,000

$74,534

$292.29

$14.61

N/A1

N/A1

N/A1

N/A1

Minor increases to vehicular
travel times

$6,500

$4,845

$19.00

$0.95

Minor increases to walk
distances

$34,129

$133.84

$6.69

$652,500

Minor increases to general
traffic travel times
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times

$130,500
$783,000

Notes:
1. Bus bulb and queue jump anticipated to be constructed by others.
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Table 58. Westbound 17th/18th Avenue Proposed Improvement Costs

Proposed
Improvement

Cost
Estimate

Cost per Hour of Transit
Person Delay Benefit
20 Year
Daily
Annual
Lifecycle

Trade-offs
Minor increases to vehicular
travel times on side streets
Increase to vehicular travel
times due to reduction to two
thru lanes westbound at
Josephine
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times

TSP

$3,000

$741

$2.90

$0.15

Josephine Street
Bypass Lane

$50,000

$29,630

$116.19

$5.81

$60,000

$133,333

$522.88

$26.14

$80,000

$142,222

$557.73

$27.89

$80,000

$142,222

$557.73

$27.89

$40,000

$23,704

$92.96

$4.65

12 parking spaces removed

$10,000

$5,926

$23.24

$1.16

Minor increases to vehicular
travel times

$80,000

$177,778

$697.17

$34.86

$60,000

$133,333

$522.88

$26.14

$430

$382

$1.50

$0.07

$43,746

$171.55

$8.58

Josephine Street
Bus Bulb
High Street Bus
Bulb
Franklin Street
Bus Bulb
Downing Street
Bypass Lane
Ogden Street
Bypass Lane &
Queue Jump
Emerson Street
Bus Bulb
Washington
Street Bus Bulb
Consolidated
Stops
Subtotal
Contingency
(20%)
Total

$463,430

Minor increases to general
traffic travel times
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times
Minor increases to walk
distances

$92,686
$556,116
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Table 59. Eastbound 12th Avenue Proposed Improvement Costs

Proposed
Improvement

Cost
Estimate

Cost per Hour of Transit
Person Delay Benefit
20 Year
Daily
Annual
Lifecycle

TSP1

$4,000

$435

$1.71

$0.09

Grant Street Bus Bulb

$80,000

$417,391

$1,636.83

$81.84

$30,000

$34,783

$136.40

$6.82

$80,000

$417,391

$1,636.83

$81.84

$80,000

$834,783

$3,273.66

$163.68

$60,000

$626,087

$2,455.24

$122.76

$60,000

$626,087

$2,455.24

$122.76

Race Street Bus Bulb

$60,000

$626,087

$2,455.24

$122.76

York Street Bus Bulb

$80,000

$834,783

$3,273.66

$163.68

Elizabeth Street Bus
Bulb

$80,000

$834,783

$3,273.66

$163.68

Fillmore Street Bus
Bulb

$80,000

$834,783

$3,273.66

$163.68

Adams Street Bus
Bulb

$60,000

$626,087

$2,455.24

$122.76

$80,000

$834,783

$3,273.66

$163.68

$80,000

$834,783

$3,273.66

$163.68

Consolidated Stops

$1,720

$897

$3.52

$0.18

Subtotal
Contingency (20%)
Total

$915,720
$183,144
$1,098,864

$82,492

$323.50

$16.17

Install Eastbound to
Northbound Left Turn
Lane at Logan Street
Washington Street
Bus Bulb
Corona Street Bus
Bulb
Humboldt Street Bus
Bulb
Cheesman Park Bus
Bulb

Madison Street Bus
Bulb
Harrison Street Bus
Bulb

Notes:
1. TSP costs have been split equally between two directions that will benefit.

Trade-offs
Minor increases to vehicular
travel times on side streets
Minor increases to general traffic
travel times
8 parking spaces removed
Minor increases to general traffic
travel times
Minor increases to general traffic
travel times
Minor increases to general traffic
travel times
Minor increases to general traffic
travel times
Minor increases to general traffic
travel times
Minor increases to general traffic
travel times
Minor increases to general traffic
travel times
Minor increases to general traffic
travel times; two parking spaces
removed
Minor increases to general traffic
travel times; two parking spaces
removed
Minor increases to general traffic
travel times
Minor increases to general traffic
travel times
Minor increases to walk
distances
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Table 60. Westbound 12th Avenue Proposed Improvement Costs

Proposed
Improvement

Cost
Estimate

Cost per Hour of Transit
Person Delay Benefit
20 Year
Daily
Annual
Lifecycle

TSP1

$4,000

$167

$0.66

$0.03

Madison Street
Bus Bulb

$60,000

$241,071

$945.38

$47.27

Steele Street Bus
Bulb

$60,000

$241,071

$945.38

$47.27

Fillmore Street
Bus Bulb

$60,000

$241,071

$945.38

$47.27

$60,000

$241,071

$945.38

$47.27

$60,000

$241,071

$945.38

$47.27

$60,000

$241,071

$945.38

$47.27

$60,000

$241,071

$945.38

$47.27

$80,000

$321,429

$1,260.50

$63.03

$60,000

$241,071

$945.38

$47.27

$60,000

$241,071

$945.38

$47.27

$1,490

$150

$0.59

$0.03

$20,656

$81.00

$4.05

Elizabeth Street
Bus Bulb
Josephine Street
Bus Bulb
Race Street Bus
Bulb
Humboldt Street
Bus Bulb
Downing Street
Bus Bulb
Washington
Street Bus Bulb
Grant Street Bus
Bulb
Consolidated
Stops
Subtotal
Contingency
(20%)
Total

$625,490

Trade-offs
Minor increases to vehicular
travel times on side streets
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times; two
parking spaces removed
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times; two
parking spaces removed
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times; two
parking spaces removed
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times
Minor increases to general
traffic travel times
Minor increases to walk
distances

$125,098
$750,588

Notes:
1. TSP costs have been split equally between two directions that will benefit.
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Bus Stop Amenity Improvements
Bus stop amenity improvements were determined based on a review of the existing conditions at each
major bus stop identified along each corridor.
Table 61 summarizes the bus stop improvements recommended at the major bus stops identified along
the Havana corridor. The improvements generally include new or improved trash receptacles, benches,
and shelters.

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

Replace / Install Shelter

Replace / Install Bench

Bus Stop
Colfax Northbound
Colfax Southbound
11th Southbound
6th Southbound
Mississippi Northbound
Iliff Northbound

Replace / Install Trash
Receptacles

Table 61. Bus Stop Improvements Summary: Havana Corridor

X

X
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Table 62 summarizes the bus stop improvements recommended at the major bus stops identified along
the Broadway corridor. The improvements generally include new or improved trash receptacles,
benches, route maps, and bike parking.

X

X

Install Bike Parking

Install New Route Map

Replace / Install Bench

Bus Stop
Alpine Southbound
North Southbound
Spruce Northbound
Spruce Southbound
Walnut Southbound
Canyon Southbound
Arapahoe Southbound
University Southbound
Pleasant Northbound
College Southbound
Regent Northbound
20th Southbound
Baseline Southbound
Baseline Northbound

Replace / Install Trash
Receptacles

Table 62: Bus Stop Improvements Summary: Broadway Corridor

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X

Table 63 summarizes the bus stop improvements recommended at the major bus stop identified along
the Downing corridor. The improvements include new or improved trash receptacles and benches.

X

Replace / Install Bench

Bus Stop
Colfax Northbound

Replace / Install Trash
Receptacles

Table 63. Bus Stop Improvements Summary: Downing Corridor

X
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Table 64 summarizes the bus stop improvements recommended at the major bus stops identified along
the Federal corridor. The improvements generally include new or improved trash receptacles, benches,
route maps, shelters, and concrete bus pads, as well as repairing curb and gutter.

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

Install Concrete Pad &
Curb

Repair Curb & Gutter

Replace / Install Shelter

Install New Route Map

Replace / Install Bench

Bus Stop
29th Southbound
27th Southbound
Decatur Southbound
Decatur Northbound
10th Northbound
10th Southbound
Alameda Northbound
Alameda Southbound
Exposition Northbound
Mississippi Northbound
Louisiana Northbound
Louisiana Southbound
Evans Northbound

Replace / Install Trash
Receptacles

Table 64. Bus Stop Improvements Summary: Federal Corridor

X
X

X
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Table 65 summarizes the bus stop improvements recommended at the major bus stops identified along
the West Colfax corridor. The improvements generally include new or improved trash receptacles,
benches, sidewalk, and wayfinding signage.

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Wayfinding Signage

Sidewalk Improvements

Replace / Install Bench

Bus Stop
Wadsworth Eastbound
Pierce Eastbound
Lamar Eastbound
Kendall Westbound
Sheridan Westbound
Sheridan Eastbound
Perry Eastbound
Irving Westbound
Mariposa Eastbound
Lipan Westbound

Replace / Install Trash
Receptacles

Table 65. Bus Stop Improvements Summary: West Colfax Corridor

X
X
X
X
X

No major bus stops were identified along the 17th/18th Avenue and 12th Avenue corridors. Therefore, no
bus stop amenity improvements were identified for these areas.
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Costs associated with the bus stop amenity improvements were identified based on the following basic
assumptions 7:
Table 66. Bus Stop Amenity Improvement Cost Assumptions

Improvement
Trash Receptacle
Bench
Shelter
Route Maps
Bike Parking
Repair Curb & Gutter
Concrete Bus Pad
Wayfinding Signage

Cost (per location)
$500
$1,300
$11,000
$500
$250
$50 per linear foot
$14,000
$1,000

The costs per corridor for bus stop amenity improvements are shown in the following tables.
Table 67: Bus Stop Improvements Summary: Broadway Corridor

Bus Stop
Alpine Southbound
North Southbound
Spruce Northbound
Spruce Southbound
Walnut Southbound
Canyon Southbound
Arapahoe Southbound
University Southbound
Pleasant Northbound
College Southbound
Regent Northbound
20th Southbound
Baseline Southbound
Baseline Northbound
Subtotal
20% Contingency
Total

7

Cost
$500
$1,300
$2,600
$2,600
$1,300
$3,900
$1,800
$3,100
$3,100
$3,100
$5,200
$1,000
$3,100
$2,600
$35,200
$7,040
$42,240

Costs provided by RTD
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Table 68: Bus Stop Improvements Summary: Downing Corridor

Bus Stop
Colfax Northbound
Subtotal
20% Contingency
Total

Cost
$6,200
$6,200
$1,240
$7,440

Table 69: Bus Stop Improvements Summary: Federal Corridor

Bus Stop
29th Southbound
27th Southbound
Decatur Southbound
Decatur Northbound
10th Northbound
10th Southbound
Alameda Northbound
Alameda Southbound
Exposition Northbound
Mississippi Northbound
Louisiana Northbound
Louisiana Southbound
Evans Northbound
Subtotal
20% Contingency
Total

Cost
$1,300
$1,300
$30,700
$18,000
$3,100
$2,600
$5,700
$5,700
$3,100
$3,900
$4,400
$3,100
$3,100
$86,000
$17,200
$103,200

Table 70: Bus Stop Improvements Summary: Havana Corridor

Bus Stop
Colfax Northbound
Colfax Southbound
11th Southbound
6th Southbound
Mississippi Northbound
Iliff Northbound
Subtotal
20% Contingency
Total

Cost
$5,700
$16,700
$1,800
$2,600
$500
$3,100
$30,400
$6,080
$36,480
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Table 71: Bus Stop Improvements Summary: West Colfax Corridor

Bus Stop
Wadsworth Eastbound
Pierce Eastbound
Lamar Eastbound
Kendall Westbound
Sheridan Westbound
Sheridan Eastbound
Perry Eastbound
Irving Westbound
Mariposa Eastbound
Lipan Westbound
Subtotal
20% Contingency
Total

Cost
$5,700
$4,400
$4,400
$2,600
$5,700
$4,400
$2,800
$2,600
$1,300
$5,700
$39,600
$7,920
$47,520

Next Steps
The recommendations included in this study vary greatly in terms of resource requirements and level of
further analysis required, and therefore also vary in their implementation timeframe. These
recommended improvements can be implemented corridor-wide, in segments, or at specific locations as
priorities and funding allow. Moving forward, RTD will need to work collaboratively with stakeholders to
prioritize the improvements suggested in this report to ensure recommendations continue to meet both
RTD and stakeholder goals. Together with the Cities, RTD should work to identify funding, as well as any
opportunities to integrate recommendations into other upcoming projects. Further design of some
recommendations will also require close coordination with local partners. Recommendations that
require further study should also be collaboratively.
Once improvements are implemented, it is recommended that RTD work with local partner jurisdictions
to re-evaluate each corridor’s performance, including ridership, runtimes, punctuality, speed, and
control delay. This will provide RTD and partner agencies with local data points for improvement
benefits that can be used to help prioritize future investments throughout the system. Non-operational
benefits, such as improved safety and mobility, should also be evaluated as part of a comprehensive
assessment of the recommended improvements. Together, these operational and non-operational
benefits will help to showcase the community benefits associated with transit priority improvements.
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